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Debate team excels
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

LU debaters, ranked number two in
the nation last year, participated in
their first two tournaments on Sept.
19-21, placing teams infinalelimination rounds and winning in the novice
division.
Six LU teams attended the tournament held at Kings College in Wilksbarre, Pa., where three teams made it
to the elimination round of the junior
varsity division.
The novice team of Abe Pafford
and John Dickey won the novice
division, pleasing Head Coach Janet
Pierpoint.
"So far we have had an excellent
start," Pierpoint said. 'Thefirsttournament is one of the most important,
because you find out what cases are
running. Overall, we were more successful this last weekend than last
year at this time."
Seventeen schools were represented
at the Kings' tournament with a total
of 54 teams participating. LU's JV
team placed in the top-five percentile
out of the 30 teams in their division.
On the same weekend, returning
varsity teammates Lay la Hinton and
Mindy Currie travelled to another
tournament with Assistant Debate
Coach David Kester, competing in a
tournament at the University of Northern Iowa.
UNl's debate team was listed as
one of last year's top debate teams.
"We did really well," Hinton said.

"This tournament is one of the toughest, especially because it's the first.
Nobody knows what cases the other
teams are going to bring up, so you
just have to get as much evidence as
you can. Now we know what to
expect."
"We did well due to the hard work

of our coaches and the collective work
of the team. The debate team this year
really has some quality debaters,"
varsity debater Chris Rhodes said.
The debate team is preparing for
its next tournament on Oct. 2-4
at Randolph-Macon College in
Ashland Va.

Debaters master procedure
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

Anyone who has ever watched a
debater in action has been very amazed
at what they see; however, he may
not quite understand everything that
occurs on the debate floor.
Various aspects and procedures in
the debate preparation lead to final
competition, including:
• Each year, a new topic is chosen,
as the focus of debates at all of the
National Debate Tournaments.
This years topic is: "Resolved that
the United States should substantially
change its development assistance
policies toward one or more of the
following nations: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Bhutan, India, Napal,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka."
• The debate team then gathers as
much information as possible before
the first tournament. The individual
teams, made up of two people, work
loKctficr to create an alfirmauyc argument based on the topic.

than 35 hours a week, researching information that might relate to the
yearly topic.
• Following with research, the
debaters have numerous practices
against each other to prepare for the
upcoming tournament.
• Once at the tournament, each team
competes in six rounds in each debate, presenting its affirmative in
three of the rounds and responding to
the opposing team's affirmative in
the remaining three.
• Through this process, the teams
are weeded out during the first six
rounds and then the semifinals begin.
After the semifinal rounds the teams
still remaining advance to the finals.
• The teams are then given points
for how far they advance in the elimination process.
•At the end of each year the schools
choose a select number of their
best tournaments, and the ranking of
-

V

inc school debate teams is determined by the number of points

• In preparation for each tournament, the debaters then spend more awarded to each during the past year
of debates.
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LU s»ntarChri8 O'Brien, used current news as a prop in Ms comedy routtneSatttfelay-ntgftt
at the CoffeeHouse in David's Place, sponsored by SGA; The evening also featured new
musical artists such as Jeff Derntan and Paul ahd tytatt Karetnij.

New officers
promote unity
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

Class officers elections for the
1992-93 school year, last week,
resulted in the election of Jimmy
Boycttc as freshman president,
Kevin Clark as sophomore president,
Robin Babby as junior president and
Mark Slallings as senior class president.
The election process began when
the student body was separated into
classes following the Wednesday
evening campus church service. This
gave the candidates an opportunity to
present their speeches to the classes.
The actual voting took place on
Thursday in the DcMoss atrium.
"We requested a chapel service
specifically for the candidate
speeches, but over the summer, the
(scheduling) responsibilities were
transferred from Dr. Pierre
Guillcrmin's (LU president) office to
Rob Jackson's (vice presidentof spiritual affairs)office. AndSGAcouldn't
get a time slot because the chapels

were booked," David Dawson, SGA
president, explained.
Unlike other years, campaigning
was permitted to accommodate the
loss of exposure provided by class
chapels.
"We allowed them (the candidates)
to campaign because they did not
have the opportunity to speak to the
entire class," Dawson said. "We
needed tofinda place and lime where
a majority of students would be present."
During the elections, the closest
race was between Boyette and Troy
Wilcox, for freshman class president.
Boyette, won by two votes, 112-110.
Others running for the positions were:
Walter Johnson with 23 votes and
Rodney Bills, 12.
"As the freshman class president, I
want to represent the class as best as
possible and promote a more unified
student body," Boyette explained.
Boyette's partner, Zack O'Neill,
ran unopposed for freshman class vice
president.

SGA announces contest
to rename campus sites

Jimmy Boyette
Freshman class president
In the sophomore class, competition was close with45 votes for Clark,
38 votes for Jason Williams and 15
voles for Jeff Booker.
The elected vice president, Heather
Spamen, won by a margin of 54-33
against Michael Fleck.
The team of Clark and Spamen
plans to get the entire sophomore
class involved in "at least one activity" this year.
"I didn't want this position to run
the class. I wanted the position to lead
the class," Clark said.
Another tight race was between
Babby and Doug Burleson with
Babby winning by a four-point
margin, 35 to 31.

Kevin Clark
Sophomore class president
Jennifer Dowcll defeated Jennifer
Meacham, 38 to 15, for the junior
vice president position.
Slallings, senior president, ran
unopposed. The senior president
appointed the vice president, Kevin
Small, because nobody ran for the
position.
Slallings and Small plan to organize events and activities for the senior
class that will make the year more
memorable for the graduating class.
They also want to encourage school
unity.
"Foremost, I want to see us (seniors) develop a sense of unily, not
only through activities, but through
projects as well," Slallings said.

FROM STAFF REPORTS
The Student Government Association announced plans to rename the
dorms, streets and parking lots on the
campus in last Thursday's senate
meeting.
The proposal by SGA would give
students the opportunity to submit
new names for LU dorms, streets and
campus parking lots.
Tentative plans are to set up a table,
in DeMoss Hall from Oct. 2-7 so that
students can make suggestions.
The proposal, aimed at boosting
campus morale, will be a campuswide contest, Beth Sweeney, SGA
vice president, explained.
Sweeney encouraged students to
get involved. "This contest will be a
real school spirit booster," she said.
Winners of the contest will be chosen on the basisof creativity and originality. Free dinners to Applebee's
Restaurant will be awarded.
In other action, the senate passed
two bills lhat would initiate a gourmet
snack shop and open dorms twice
around Hal loween and Christmas. The
bills passed unanimously.
The first bill proposed by the senate

would provide students with a new
gourmet snack shop, centrally located on campus.
The closing of the Fast Break Cafe
and the location of LUey's at David's
Place have inconvenienced many students, Sen. Todd Cullen, sponsor of
the bill, said. As a result, all student
senators voted for a new Marriott-run
snack shop.
Cullen explained that both the administration and the Marriott food
services are supportive of the bill.
The "snack-shop" bill passed the
senate by general consent and is now
in the hands of school administration.
The resolution for open dorms also
passed the senate.
According to this resolution, the
dorms would be opened once during
Halloween and another time near
Christmas. The opportunity would
provide students with the option to
decorate their rooms and halls for
visitors and students of the opposite
sex, Sen. Doug Smith, bill co-sponsor, explained.
The same resolution, upheld and
adopted last year, was popular
among LU students, Smith said.

Marketing program promotes Liberty, reaches students
Liberty recruitment costs $700 per student,
compared to the national average of $1,800
By REBEKAH HURST
Champion Reporter

The university's marketing program
reaches out to potential students, attempting
to recruit the best for Liberty University.
The program, beginning with a pool of
inquiries compiled from lists of interested
students, supplies future students with an LU
viewbook and videotape, followed by a letter
from die marketing staff within the first two
weeks of communication.
The process continues with phone calls
made from staff and admissions counselors.
"The first call is for fact finding (to find
out) whether or not the student wants to come
to Liberty or if they arc unsure or whether
the v just want to pray on the phone about their

decision," Randy Scott, vice-president of
marketing admissions and recruiting and head
of the program, explained.
The second call is used to ask students
about their SAT/ACT scores, GPA or other
student academic information.
Students who apply are then assigned an
admissions counselor who makes an average
of 10 calls to the student during the months
from December to June.
Counselors build rapport with potential
students by sending birthday and Christmas
cards.
"We want to be their friend," Scott said.
"This isamission I feel thatprovidesaqualiiy
education to Christian young people. We
look at you first as an individual not a poten-

tial student."
Also mailed are a catalog, invitation to
"College For A Weekend," personal letters,
financial aid information, letters to parents
and letters to pastors of prospective students.
"The best marketing concept that has been
used is the free sweatshirt that is given to
students alter applying," Scott said.
Students wear these 'walking billboards'
and friends notice and become interested. It
has a very positive bonding effect," Scott
continued.
All marketing is handled by an in house
stall at Liberty, and advertising is done through
magazines such as Christianity Today,
Campus Life and Moody Monthly.
This different method of in-house marketing has enabled Liberty to save financially.
Statistics show that die average cost of
spending per recruit at private institutions is
more than S1,800, and many institutions rely

on outside agencies.
Fortunately, Liberty spends an average of
S700 per person and continues to maintain the
same professional quality as most outside
agencies.
LU graduates perform most of the work
involved in the program, including the designing of the LU viewbook, which saves
thousands of dollars.
The marketing program has a core staff of
10 people, consisting of accountant representatives and admissions counselors, as well as
another group of 10 clerical/support staff and
part-time workers, who also participate in the
program.
Scott, who has worked with LU for 20
years, said that he has hired only three people
who were not LU graduates.
"LU graduates know the vision, are loyal to
the school and are very qualified (for the
positions)," Scott explained.

The program also participated in area visits
and college fairs in the home states of a large
percent of current LU students, giving oneon-one conversations about LU.
The marketing program handles the planning and managing of the CFAW program
because stastics show that 80 percent of students who attend CFAW eventually come to
LU, the program plays a major role in recruitment.
Weekenders are given rooms with SLD's
who try to give an accurate representation of
Liberty.
The marketing program also provides
weekenders with financial seminars, adjustment seminars, question-and-answer sessions with Chancellor Jerry Falwell and other
helpful methods to learn more about Liberty.
"We're not trying to hide anything about
Liberty. We don't want to make it something
it's not," Scott said.
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New club joins national society
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

The Liberty University science department has chartered a chemistry
club with the Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical
Society
(SAACS) to give the more than 25
LU chemistry majors an indepth exposure to the field.
The LU Chemistry Club, presently
consisting of more than 15 members,
held its first meeting Thursday, Sept.
24, and plans to combine "chemistry
and fun" for both chemistry majors
and those with just an interest in science.
Thccluboriginatcdaycar ago when
three LU students approached Dr.
Garth McGibbon, LU science professor and adviser to the club, with their
desire to form a club that would specifically interestchemistry majors and
give them a broader exposure to the
field.
Unfortunately, the club was unable

photo by P»m Wtlck

Chemistry club officers receive an official chartership from Dr.
McGibbon, the club's faculty adviser, on behalf of SAACS.
to get an affiliation with SAACS
because of its small size.
"The national society requires clubs
to have five members or more, and
my wife (Rosemary, also a professor
of chemistry), wanted to do it right

(charter the club)," McGibbon said.
"Now the LU Chemistry Club is an
affiliate and recognized as a bonifide
national club."
The main purpose of the club is to
give students exposure to the field of

science through various experiments,
exposure trips and presentations.
"The club exposes students to professional chemists, opportunities for
jobs in the field and to chemical reactions that regular classroom labs do
not supply," McGibbon explained.
"We're planning trips to pharmaceutical plants,chcmistry demonstrations in local high schools that cannot
afford the more interesting chemical
reactions, and hope to have special
speakers that are in the field come
and address the club," Kent Jaffrcy,
chemistry club president, said.
The club's executive board, which
was voted in last year, includes: Jaffcry, president; Molly Mundy, vice
president; Lisa Friend, vice president; Sam Holiday, treasurer and
Dclyn Peterson, secretary.
The club is open to all students
with at least one year of chemistry
experience. For further information
conatct Dr. McGibbon at ext.# 2547.

Annual fair informs, aids
undecided students
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

The Second Annual Liberty
University Majors Fair will provide
information to LU students who arc
undeclared or undecided of what
their major will be according to Dr.
William Groat, coordinator of faculty advisers.
The fair will be held Wednesday,
Oct. 7 from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the DcMoss atrium.
The LU Majors Fair is an informal
setting providing students with an
overview on more than 45 majors
and 42 concentrations, as well as allowing students accessibility to
advisers.
"We have encouraged departments to have information sheets to
describe to students what they can
do with a major (in terms of careers)," Groat said.

Fellowships offer funds to future teachers
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

Fellowships worth up to S24.000
will be awarded to seniors or graduate students interested in continuing
their careers in education.
Sponsored by James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation, the
fellowships are a federally endowed
program which awards students in
hope of improving the quality of
education offered in secondary
schools.
Seniors or graduate students pursuing a career in secondary school
education in American history,
American government or social stud-

ies are eligible for an award.
The fellowship will also support
graduate studies in the framing and
history of the U.S. Constitution.
Student nominees will be competing in their home suite for the fellowships. More than 50 fellowships
are awarded per state each year.
In addition, students who are legal
residents of the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories
are also eligible for awards.
"Students will be nominated
through me," Dr. Boyd Rist, dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, explained.
"I have a submission deadline on

Nov. 1, however, I am able to nominate more than one student from the
university. The students will be competing against other students from
their home states and not necessarily
other Liberty nominees."
The fellowships all carry a maximum stipend of $24,000.
The fellowship money may be
applied only to the costs of tuition,
fees and books as well as room and
board.
The student recipient is free to use
the money to attend any accredited
university.
The fellows may enroll in graduate
studies leading to masters' degrees in

MONDAY & TUESDAY

The majors fair will also supply
students with requirements for each
major, additional informational
pamphlets and unique presentations
in possible fields.
"The main purpose of the fair is
accessibility for students to talk to
representatives from departments,"
Groat said. "It gives the undeclared
student an opportunity to grocery
shop for majors. They may not be
aware of certain majors or concentrations.
"I guess it's convenience shopping. You don't have to take time
out of your busy day (to make appointments)," Groat continued.
The first majors fair was conducted the spring of 1992 and received a good response, but Groat
felt the fair might be better timed
for students in the fall semester.
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American history, political science or
education.
James Madison Fellows are required to teach one year of secondary
school for each year they receive
graduate assistance through the award.
The recipients also must participate in an accredited, four-week institute on the Constitution and Bill of
Rights the summer after their first
year of graduate study with the fellowship.
"It's important that the students get
started right away," Rist explained.
After the nominations are made,
those who are chosen will have until
January 15 to finish their applications. I encourage anyone who might
be eligible to come into my office and
pick up the guidelines and application," he continued.
Information is available through
Rist's office, room 101, in DeMoss
Hall or students may contact Rist at
ext. 2345.
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Campus Calendar
•Wy&''-

•The March For Life,
sponsored by local
churches, will be on
Sunday, Oct., 4 at 2:30
p.m. on Timberlake Rd.
Students are invited to
attend.
•The chapel speakers
for the week include:
Wednesday - Dr. Falwell
Friday - Dane Emerick

on Oct. 30, in the Multi- i
Purpose Center.
•Steve Newman, state
delegate for district
six, will be addressing
the LU College Republicans on Friday, Oct.6,
at 7 p.m. in DeMoss.
Room to be announced.

•The Vietnam Book of
Names is available in TE
•Concerts for October 107 on Tuesday and
include: Carman, in the Thursday afternoons.
VinesCenteronOct.,20, Ask for Associate Proat 7 p.m. and Newsong, fessor Mary Lou Fink.

Welcome Back Liberty Students
Levi's 550 s
JEANS

Barn Jackets
Values to $7298
66

100% cotton

WE WOULD LIKE TO SHOW OUR
APPRECIATION OF YEARS GONE
BY FOR ALL THE STUDENTS OF
THE PAST, BY EXTENDING AN
ADDITIONAL 5% OFF OUR
ALREADY LOW DISCOUNT
PRICES THROUGHOUT THIS
SCHOOL YEAR, TO ALL LIBERTY
STUDENTS.

REG. $42

$

OUR
PRICE

little Caesars [mj Pizza Pizza!

32*
I
Levi's 505

>

Two great pizzas! One low price* Always! Always

Lynchburg

Old Forest Road....385-6666

prewashed

Crossroads Corner....237-2222
Memorial Ave....528-0808
Tim brook Square....239-3333

Madison Heights

JEANS

Amelon Square....929-0060

REG. $35

OUR $S% /n(
PRICE

:24

Concert Of The Year

>

October 13 ; 7:30

Levi's 550
COLORS

<

Salem Civic Center
Tickets: Reserved seating $9.50 on sale now at the Salem Civic Center Box Office
and all Ticketmaster outlets Including Tracks/River Ridge. Information and phone
charge 800-288-2122. Special group rates available at the civic center box office
only.

I

JACKETS
INSULATED
VALUE TO $79 *»

OUR $ C Q 6 6
P R I C E •*•

TO

%5Uj

sues %yy
S-4X

(Reg. $55) 1st Quality $42.66
Long Sleeve $49.66
Duckhead Khakis
Plain 100% cotton (Reg. $27) $21.66
Pleated (Reg. $30) $24.66

Levi Dockers
100% cotton (Reg. $33) $28.66

i

CLOSE-OUT PRICE

$

33
TO
$
61

Rugby Shirts
100% cotton Values to $34
L/S $26.66
Bass Weejun Shoe (Reg. $86) $59.66

>

<

f Bugle Boy ^
L/S Denim
Shirts
REG. $ 3 2
OUR $ 1 Q 6 6
PRICE A O

VALUES TO $90
MENS

SUITS

<

Single A Double Bruited
ValueitoUM

$QO00
$OQl
PRICE TO
OUR

COMMERCE
STREET

CLOTHING Co.

18766

SIZES
38TO60 Reg. & Longs I

BLAZERS
Values to $175

$ 4 9 66

Announces its Association -with

TO

<Dr. VoddM. MacTtowatt

-J®

k

y100%Sweaters
We're Your One
Cotton Blends
Stop Shop For All Of
OUR $ 1 9 ^
TO
Your Necessary Clothing! PRICE$^Q66

y y

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

a Liberty University Alumni <Dr. Todd Mac'Doivall is a
1991 Life Cottage School of Chiropractic graduate. 'He unll
6e practicing at
3012 Forest Mtils Circle
behind 2900 Old forest l^pad
Across from our old location
Free exam
38 4 - I 63 I
to LU students w/ ID

«

HOODED FLEECE

r

Polo Knit Shirts by Ralph Lauren

OUR $ Q Q 6 6
PRICE

8

Big&TdU
J
TIMBERLAND
SHOES

REG. $200

>

5

SIZES
38 TO 3X BIG/TALL

3

Burberry
Plaid Lining

J.C. Crew

TO
$

SIZES
MED. TO
2XB1G

'Top Coats

Rachel Rachel

PRICE

Values to $75

LOOSE FIT
REG. 42 $44

OUR $325^0

White Heart

OUR $ 2 9

$£}<)66
LEVI'S
Silver Tag
Baggy Jeans
REG. $45
OUR $ ^ ^ - 6 6

PRICE J O

<
YOU MUST
SHOW
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I.D. TO
RECEIVE
ADDITIONAL
SAVINGS.

^
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M / Mm, &e +kmk$ dll I ever do if 90
-through phases'. 'ifou changed yoi/r major
agra/h? NowJi's &/uvc Dance k m * ?vV/v?n
are you 90/fiq +0 come to your fer\fes ard
1

guetf if* jitf* anof/\er pftafe, So IUd her,
v
G'Ve me a break Ma. I mean I kept the
Tame phone company a//£ur year/.'..
Skewaj/mpretfed."

no matter when and where you call. Call Manager will separate
0 matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T
T$1*
your AT&T Long Distance calls from those your roommates make.
can help you through it. Just choose AT&T Long DisJtident
Javerplu/
The AT&T Calling Card lets you call from almost anywhere to
tance. And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
for off Gampu/
anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free*
Saver Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically
Student?
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
to meet your needs while you're in college.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,
*f»*".*,*»f,*•*" f * W > * ' * '• f.» ';**•"* •'"

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
AIKT Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Liberty must seek true
Savior - not Kemper
Picture this. You have a $200 million campus in which you have
invested 21 years of toil, tears and prayer. You still owe about one third
ofthatamount. You are73 million dollars indebt. Who can you call? Not
Kemper. The word "Kemper" will forever leave a negative connotation
in the minds of Liberty friends and family.
The verdict in the Kemper case has been released at long last. The
results were noi only unbelievable to Dr. Falwell, attorney Norman Roy
Grutman and the rest of the administration but also to those who prayed
for a positive outcome.
Falwell, Grutman and the others involved should be applauded for
displaying such a positive attitude and an unfailing faith in the Lord in
light of the verdict. Many in the same position would turn bitter and
angry. Although disappointed,. Falwell acknowledged that God is in
control and tru s ts Him to look out for our best interests.
Who can say that the final outcome was less than positive? If God is
truly in control of every situation, as we at Liberty believe* then theout'
•come was of God.
This brings us to a very important issue that Christians often take for
gtanted. We all know that God istotallyin control of every aspect of our
lives, but the way we react to certain situations often shows incomplete
faith in God's plan.
When things don't work out as we hope* we question why. This is a
natural reaction, but we need to understand that our best solution is not
always what God has in mind.
The Kemper ordeal has taught us all a good lesson. We have learned
much about prayer and even more about trusting the Lord. Dr. Falwell
and the rest of the administration have been incredibly wise and godly
throughout the entire ordeal.
Despite the great shock of the decision, we should stand tall, goon with
our lives and praise the Lord for answering prayer in the way that He
alone sees fit
Prayer often enlightens us in that way. The way we want our prayers
to be answered is not always the way God will answer them. God
ultimately taught us this lesson through the Kemper case,
Not only do we need to remain positive and thankful, but we must dispel
unfounded rumors that have already started to fly. We need to believe
not only God but also the wisdomand sincere heart of our chancellor and
administrators.
We need to challenge one another to take a positive attitude and trust
the Lord to continue the good work He has started at Liberty. Our past
track record shows us that God is not about to give up now — not after
all He has seen us through.
If we had won the Kemper case, then Kemper might be considered
responsible for keeping this school alive. Is that what we really want, or
would we rather trust the Lord to solve ourfinancialsituation in the time
and manner He deems appropriate?
So when you hear malicious rumors of the school closingits doors and
other such nonsense, remember who isresponsible for all that takes place
here at Liberty. Either you choose to trust Him or you don't. It's your
choice.

Class elections fall short
The class officer elections are over. You mean you didn't hear about
it? That's okay because neither did the majority of students, especially
off-campus students andpeople with a Wednesday night Christian Service.
Unbeknownst to many, the candidates gave their speeches after the
regular Wednesday night church service, September 15.
SGA president Dave Dawson explained that a chapel time slot was
unavailable for the elections. During the summer, responsibility for
scheduling chapel services switched from Dr, GutUermin's office to Rob
Jackson's. The Office of Spiritual Affairs had scheduled all chapel
services before SGA made their chapel requests.
The difficulty with the elections appears to have resulted from miscommunication and adjustments related to new responsibilitiesTThe
question is, "What priority should be placed on class officers?" Obviously, the eletions were given little regard. If the offices are to exist, they
need more than perfunctory accommodation.
Class officers can play a vital role on campus. We hope the elections
were not an indication of their role for the coming year. However, class
officers should move in a constructive direction.
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The Champion encourages members of the
community to submit letters to the editor on any
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Letters should not exceed 400 words. The
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signed. Letters appearing in the Forum do not bear
the imprimatur of The Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear lite
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the properly of
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to accept, reject or edit any letter received, according to The Champion stylebook.
The deadline is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The Champion" and drop tlieni off in DH 109 or mail to The
Champion, Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA,
24506-8001.
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Social programs foster dependency
Why did Franklin
Man." There were no
Roosevelt advocate social
guarantees. Government
Ben
programs as only tempodid not have loans, grants
La Frombois
rary "solutions" to social
or bureaucrats to support
ills? He did so, realizing
the entrepreneurs. Rather,
Editor
that public charily led to
they advocated individual
The Fountainhead
dependency, which leads all
' initiaUvc and opportunity
other factors causing social ills.
greater than the world had ever seen. And the
The public charity administered through results have yet to be realized - if we would
government action contradicts the private only return to our roots.
Stressing the collective program instead of
charity advocated and practiced in America
since its founding on Judco-Christian thought individual responsibility bankrupts a society
because productivity is sacrificed to the god
and practice.
One of the basic trends of the Christian of government programs.
The trap of dependency that has caught
faith and the American form of government is
the emphasis on the individual, permitting America is as undesirable as "catching" AIDS.
one the liberty to pursue or not to pursue his Both result from foolishness, and both are
God, as well as allowing the individual the preventable. And both are fatal.
A psychological dictionary explains the
freedom to pursue their own destiny without
the pernicious nature of activist government. effect of such a relationship. Dependency:
Rejecting the glorious past, America pro- "Condition in which a person receives aid,
ceeds down a path that enslaves her people in especially economic aid, from another and is,
in consequence, largely under control of that
dependency on government.
The enslavement began with the New Deal, other."
Slavery?
led to the "Great Society," and has brought us
The person under control becomes the
to the "New Covenant." Each program has
led to a greater dependency rather than the in- (political?) pawn. The greater the number
dividuality that built America into the great- and size of programs, the greater control government exercises over the individual and the
est nation to ever exist.
Our leaders once said, "Go West Young more dependent the citizenry becomes.

The moihcr-child relationship is one of
nurturing that leads to strong individuality, if
it is normal and healthy. The governmentcitizen relationship is one of liberty and noninvolvement, if it is normal and healthy.
American dependency has become abnormal and unhealthy because the goals Americans seek arc geared around and through
government. A social science dictionary
states, "It [dependency] ceases to be normal
nurturing need when it becomes the individuals dominant technique of striving for a desired goal."
The danger American citizens have placed
themselves bypermitting dependency to flourish is apparent in the many social ills that
plague, resulting from the disorder.
"When it [dependency ]becomcs a habitual
way of meeting crisis it is a neurotic manifestation."
Where are out inner cities today?
The only solution is restrict government to
a de minimis level, and advocate the moral
fiber based on the orthodox Judco-Christian
lifestyle that epitomized the founding and
growth of America. We are now only reaping
the benefits of the principles that built America. Before it is lost, the foundation must be
restored, and the dependent habits of America
must cease.

Faculty often spreads rumors, dissent
ter. Ephesians4:29 states,
Never a dull place, Lib"Let no corrupt commuerty University always has
Brandi
nication proceed out of
something controversial
your mouth, but what is
going on. It always has
Barnum
Opinion Editor
something to gripe about.
good for necessary edifiHowever, it is rather discation, that it may impart
The Christian Viewpoint
tressing when not only stugrace to the hearers."
dents complain and spread rumors but faculty
Instead of blatantly spreading discontent,
and staff members as well.
disloyalty and fear, guilty parties should
The purpose of attending college is for portray a positive example of Christian faith.
achieving a higher degree of education. Thus,
The mere existence of this problem among
professors are assumed to be on a much faculty and staff suggests that there is a serihigher intellectual level and obviously much ous deficiency in the system. It is totally
more mature.
understandable for a faculty or staff member
Faculty and staff are supposed to set good to have questions and even doubts about some
examples of viable work ethics, as well as of the things that happen here on campus. To
take these concerns to the students, who often
Christian ethics and principles.
Yet, when one walks into a classroom and times know even less than the faculty, only
hears a professor spreading unfounded ru- creates a panic situation.
mors about the school and administration, it
In fact, this situation need not arise if facinevitably raises doubts. But this is a com- ulty members would keep their unsupported
mon-place scenario here at Liberty.
opinions and condemning spirits to themGranted, not all members of the faculty and selves and only pass along information which
staff are guilty of such childish and faithless is pertinent and positively truthful.
gossip. Some are strict advocates of trying to
What is puzzling, however, is that these
stop and prevent this idle chatter.
persons who continue to create such rumors
The Bible has much to say about idle chat- and spread malicious gossip, continue to

teach here at Liberty.
It is a basic Christian principle that if one
has a problem with another, that person is
obligated to go the other and solve the problem.
It is unreasonable to think that Dr. Falwell
has the time to answer the questions of every
faculty and staff member. However, there are
several other administrators who would be
willing to provide accurate and adequate
answers.
If a person doesn't like the way an institution is run, wouldn't it be prudent to find
another place to work, rather than sow discontent? This would seem to be the logical
choice.
It all boils down to one simple fact. The day
that any faculty or staff member accepted
employment at this institution, they took a
stand with the chancellor and the rest of the
administration. If at any point he should feel
he no longer agrees with this stance, he should
resign.
The faculty and staff are here to educate and
mold the students, not to fill their impressionable minds with unfounded rumors and gossip.

LU Forum
Metal music cannot enhance true spiritual growth for Christians
Editor:
Music has always had a prominent place in
Christian worship. God is pleased when
believers offer up to Him worship offerings of
songs from the heart. "Keep on being filled
with the Spirit; speaking to yourselves in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your hearts to the
Lord." (Eph. 5:18b-19) Notice that the singing is "to the Lord" and not as a show or
entertainment for people.
Many Christians today think that it's okay
to borrow the rhythms, beats, sounds, wearing apparel and body gestures from the world's
musicians — as long as Christian lyrics are
added. Really now, is that worshipping God
in "spirit and in truth?"
Can one be conformed to the "image of
Christ" while listening to and observing the
"shows" of such worldly types? Paul said to
the Romans (Romans 12:2): "Be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your mind, that ye may

prove what is that good and acceptable, perfect will of God."
Feeding a saved, former metal music addict
with "Christian" metal, rock, or even with
some of the wilder contemporary sounds will
not enhance spiritual growth. Such input only
nurtures the flesh nature. It produces hypnotic effects and has addicted many folks.
Donald L. LaRose's article, "The New
Sound in Religious Music," reported that a
group of 22 psychologists and psychiatrists
from leading schools was commissioned by a
large insurance company to study the "youthful generation." One finding was that the
music — not the words of rock-style sounds
— conveys the message: "Come swing with
me!" and is a "thinly disguised proposition"
for acquiring a sex partner.
LaRose also reported that a research group
of doctors, federally funded, found a "direct
relationship between hard rock and premarital sex relationships."
Saved persons out of any previous lifestyle

are "new creations in Christ" and don't need
to have old lusts nurtured. They need, primarily, to feed upon the Word of God to increase
their faith and grow spiritually. Then, the
Lord Jesus, the water of life, will satisfy them.
Noted Bible teacher and Christian leader
Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe, stated in his article,
"Singing is Serious Business"
"The more our church music sounds like
the world's music, the less the church will
influence the world . . . What a travesty that
we have brought the world into the church
under the guise of worship!"
In choosing music a believer should not do
"that which is right in his own eyes," but is to
be conditioned by the Bible and led by God's
spirit. During my years of working with
youth I have not met one seeking to be conformed to Christ's image and concerned about
lost souls get involved in rock music. Peter
wrote: "Abstain from fleshly lusts, which war
against the soul!" (I Peter 2:11).
Johnny Hunton

Cheerleaders attended Furman game on their own time and money
Editor:
This is in regard to the letter to the editor
"Cheerleaders lack real school spirit."
The cheerleaders did not officially attend
the Sept 5 Furman game! The reason the
squad does not attend away games involving
overnight trips is because our budget does not
cover these expenses.
The cheerleaders that were at the Furman
game showed more school spirit by being
there than they could have if they went as a
team.
Those seen at the Furman game attended on
their own time and money. They could have
been doing a variety of activities on the 5th,
but they chose to be at the game to support the
team even if the chccrlcading squad was not
attending. Those at the game showed the
highest degree of school spirit, as no student
has the time or money for anything extra.
As for the student who wrote the letter
concerning the cheerleaders one has no respect for anyone who docs not have the courage to sign his/her name to a letter. My
feeling is the paper should not print a letter if
the name is not on it.
Not only did the letter display a lack of
courage, but someone was obviously ignorant of the facts. It is a good thing the name
was not printed because wouldn't the writer
feel foolish now?
Mrs.Tracey Pritchard

Editor:
I am responding to an article written in the
Sept 23 paper. I am very disappointed that
this article was even printed. There are many
faulty and unfounded accusations.
As a cheerleader, let me explain the situation. Liberty did not pay for the cheerleader's
hotel and gas expenses to cheer at the game.
Therefore, we were unable to attend. After
all, it is hardly fair to require us to pay for all
the aforementioned costs.
Five, not fourteen, cheerleaders opted to
use their own money to pay for these expenses
and attend the game.
We had no uniforms or authorization to be
on the field. In fact, we were prohibited to
cheer because Liberty did not pay for us to
attend. That is why we weren't on the field in
uniform.
We stood in the rain for the entire first half,
supporting the team, while other LU fans in
attendance sat and watched passively. Yes,
we did sit down in the 4th quarter; however,
we continued to cheer.
1 think the five of us who used our own
money should be commended for our
school spirit. LasUy, to the author of the
article, I think you should attempt to gather
all your facts before you make false accusations.
Lark Alloway

Editor:
This is a note regarding the article in the
paper on the cheerleaders. Whoever it was
that wrote the article claiming that the cheerleaders "lack spirit" has missed the point (and
the facts). Please print something that may be
more positive for the students here next time.
Kevin Snow
Editor:
Due to facts that I did not know at the time
I wrote the letter about LU cheerleaders, I
must apologize to the entire cheerleading
squad for the accusations made against them.
Unbeknownst to me, before I wrote the first
letter, the cheerleaders did not have their new
uniforms at the lime of the Furman game, and
they drove to the game by themselves at their
own expense. The entire cheerleading squad
did not attend the game, as they were not
required to go as a squad. I hope that you will
all please accept my sincere apology.
The first letter was NEVER meant to cause
controversy, but rather to let the squad know
that they represent this school as much as any
other athletic team at Liberty. It was NOT
written to hurt feelings, but to give constructive criticism. To the student body of LU,
don't feel any different about the cheerleaders because of my first letter, rather do your
part to help them out with crowd participation.
Uninformed fan

.
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'Revolving door' prison policy ignores justice
By BRENT TRIMBLE

increased the rate of crime in our na-

year-old woman deserve justice?

tation of a 14- year-old girl.

Champion Reporter

tion.

With the swift increase of violent
crimes in today's society, America is
being forced to examine the judicial
process and whether or not justice is
really being served.
The American public is familiar
with such legal terms as "plea bargain" and "parole," thanks to televi- sion programs such as "L.A. Law"
and even "Night Court." But what
significance do these terms hold for
the average American?
The significance is that convicted
criminals do not serve even the majority of their time in prison.
Willie Horton became a household
word and a good example of the
"revolving door" prison policy that
has replaced sound justice and thus

Democrats suffered a severe blow
in the 1988 presidential race when
George Bush was endorsed by the
Boston Metro Police, who criticized
Mike Dukakis for being "soft on
crime."
Is it lawmakers who arc to blame or
a criminal justice system that allows
parole to be granted after only part of
a sentence has been served?
Horror stories of prison overcrowding and lack of basic, humane treatment are forced upon us by inmate
advocates such as the ACLU.
Prison uprisings arc given as much
precedence in the media as a strike at
the local Ford plant.
Docs a child molester deserve basic
human rights? Do rapists of an 89-

On September 8, 1992, Campbell
County Judge Samuel Johnston sentenced a 27-ycar-old man to several
life sentences for his part in the beating, raping and robbery of an 89ycar-old woman.
Johnston said after the sentencing,
"He may be considered for parole in
50 to 60 years, but I doubt he will ever
get out."
As the accused in this case will be
old and decrepit by the time he is even
eligible for parole, this case is an
example of our system actually working.
The system failed miserably, however, in the case of James Carl Stark,
paroled from a California life sentence in only three years. He went on
to attempt the rape and sexual moles-

Stark spent four years in Patton
State Hospital. He then went to prison
to serve one year on an eight-year sentence. Upon release, Stark kidnapped, raped and shot a teenage girl.
R.J. Bidinolto said of sex offenders
in his October 1991 Reader's Digest
article. "Their juvenile offenses are
glossed over.
"They are allowed to plea bargain.
They are put on probation. When they
do receive prison terms, they are paroled early."
Cases such as this deserve no
sympathy, and the offenders should
be stripped of all human rights.
Too much time is spent trying to
rehabilitate and reform these prisoners rather than actually punish them.
Terry Miller, a therapist who has

worked with violent offenders in the
state of Oregon, also said in the October 1991 Reader's Digest, "Treatment programs have been used as a
substitute for imprisonment."
At the Campbell County jail, prisoners watch TV, exercise, even wash
the police cruisers.
Granted, a small number of these
prisoners are violent offenders, but
the crimes they have committed deserve punishment.
Larry Rose, deputy and transportation officer at the Campbell County
jail, feelsthat'Myingdownandwatching TV is no form of punishment."
Rose said. "The prisoners get three
square meals a day and clean linen. I
honestly think some of them begin to
like it. We are beginning to see a third
generation of people in here for the

same thing. These people don't think
any more of going to jail than you or
I would of going to church."
This argument is in favor of state
work farms and other such work
camps that should be reinstated for
minor offenders. Harsher mandatory
sentences, to be served in full, for
specific crimes, should be added to
laws already in place.
The plea-bargain system has reduced our legal process to the point
where there is no fear or respect in the
mind of the criminal. Therefore serving time is obviously no deterrent for
the crime.
The focus should once again be
placed totally on the victims of committed crimes instead of the "human
rights" supposedly entitled to the
criminal.

Death penalty insures justice,
provides suitable punishment
Point

By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

Christians are taught that life is
sacred. But what if that "sacred life"
ends another life? Is it proper "justice" to enforce capital punishment?
Is it considered "just" to place one
more criminal into an already overcrowded penitentiary at the expense
of average American taxpayers?
Capital punishment is not a matter
of being inhumane. It is, rather, the
concept of upholding justice. To
abolish capital punishment would be
the equivalent of saying that man is
no longer accountable for his actions.
This results in endorsement of irresponsibility among men and the encouragement of criminal activity.
Many claim (mostly those who
have swallowed liberal theories hook,
line and sinker) that ending one life
for another is "inhumane or unjust,"
but what about the costs? Is man no
longer responsible for his actions?
Consider the costs. In maximum
security, an average inmate costs the
American taxpayeranaverageof $32
a day. Multiply this by numerous life
sentences and the cost jumps to well
over S817.600.
At such an expense to Americans,
what do these criminals do in return
to earn our more than generous "gift
of life" to them (aside from hammering a few license plates a year)?
They are either returned to their
life of crime within months, or they
change their lifestyle. More times
than not, the life of crime wins.
Furthermore, one must consider
the physical costs — the innocent
lives wasted. A prime example from
Virginia is Willie Leroy Jones.
Jones brutally shot an elderly

couple, set fire to their home and
robbed them of $30,000. As a result,
eight years later, he was sentenced to
death in the electric chair.
In light of his crime and pending
sentence, he appealed to our society,
pleading, "I'm a human being. I don 'i
deserve to die like this (electrocution)."
Before feeling sympathetic about
this menace to society's plea, one
must ask, "Did Graham and Myra
Adkins, ages 77 and 79, deserve to
die at the hand of this merciless killer? Were they not human beings' as
well?"
Some would rationalize that ifJones
was truly repentant, his life would
still be worthwhile to American society. But is it? What about the consequences? Should Jones have to take
responsibility for his actions? The
answer is definitely yes!
Biblically speaking, death would
be his final end. This horrible murder
was a rational, premeditated action.
A death sentence is not only an upholding ofjustice, but it is fair as well.
A Biblical example of upheld justice is when God specifically slated
in Exodus 21:12-14, "Anyone who
strikes a man and kills him shall surely
be put to death. However, if he does
not do it intentionally, but God lets it
happen, he is to flee to a place I will
designate. But if a man schemes and

kills another man deliberately, take
him away from my altar and put him
to death."
From this passage, it must be concluded that God's final decision and
example to man is completely fair
and just, since there is a distinct difference between justice and revenge.
Justice is defined as a "reward or
penalty as deserved."
God answers that capital punishment is a sound form of justice. Believing otherwise would mean that
one agrees that man docs not have to
"reap that which he also sows" and
that mankind is no longer accountable for what he docs.
Bclicvingoiherwi.se noionly breeds
a distorted view of justice, but induces an attitude of irresponsibility
among men and an increase in crime.
Therefore, capital punibhmentmust
be enforced by societies if they care
one little iota for the upholding of
justice and fairness for the common
man. Because the day that a criminal
withoutrights is deemed more important than an upstanding citizen, is the
day that justice dies.

Electric chair represents wrongful death
By BRANDIBARNUM
Opinion Editor

Rich deserve equal taxes
As I was skimming through my
copy of USA Today, I read an editorial entitled "Like it or not, affluent
must pay more taxes."
What did that say? I read it again.
"Like it or not, affluent must pay
more taxes."
Surely it couldn't be true. An outstanding newspaper like USA Today
wants to lax the rich more? I thought
it might be some sort of prank or
something, so I read the article. It was
true. Like so many others, that newspaper believes that taxing the rich
more, no matter how much, is okay.
Why do so many people think this
way? Basically they are
(a) not rich in the first place so they
could care less how much the rich
pay, or
(b) brainwashed by the Democrats
into thinking that the rich are bad
people.
Democrats have the idea that if you
are rich (if you make $100,000 or
more), you don't pay your fair share.
Well, I have a news flash for the
Democrats and all else who believe
that: you're wrong!
Let me give you a few facts (from
the Sept. 9 issue of USA Today). The
top lOpercentoflhenalion'swcalthiest people pay more than 50 percent
of the nation's income tax. The top 5
percent alone pay more than 40 percent. That's not their fair share?
Thirty-one percent of their income
goes to pay federal income tax, not to
mention slate and local sales taxes.
That's noi a fair share?
So why ail this talk about raising
them? It goes back to the typical liberal answer to all economic problems: more laxes. And who belter to
lax than an economic minority who

Jason
Williams
Staff Columnist

In the Right Corner
has the money to pay anyway? It
happens to be a popular argument.
Mostcconomic problems arecauscd
by high government taxation and
regulation, not because the rich are
rich. The government thinks that it
can spend everyone's money, especiallyrichpeople's money, better than
anyone else. 1 don't think so.
Do you even know on what the
government spends your money? Here
are a few things the government spent
your money on last year:
•$19,000,000 to study whether
flatulence emitted by cows and other
livestock harms the ozone layer.
•$49,000,000 for a rock and roll
museum.
•$15,000,000 to Dartmouth College as a part of a job creation scheme
that created a total of 39 jobs at a cost
of $324,685 each.
•$ 107,000 to study the mating habi is
of Japanese quail.
•$219,592 to teach college students
how to watch television.
•$84,000 to study why people fall
in love.
•$46,000 to determine how long it
lakes to cook breakfast eggs.
Our government is robbing us blind,
and we mock a president who wants
to c ut our taxes and make government
responsible to the people again.
Let's get serious and look at the
realistic side of the economic issue.
Let's stop unfair taxation.

Death is not a pleasant word to
begin with, but imagine personally
naming the day and actually executing another human being. Does this
sound fair and humane? It obviously
does to our federal government.
The government issued a license to
kill in a 1976 ruling which allowed
states to resume the use of capital
punishment. Since this sad day, 181
people have been raped of their right
to life.
An example of this tragedy recently
took place in Virginia. Willie Leroy
Jones, convicted of the 1983 double
murders of an elderly couple, was
executed, despite numerous appeals
to the U.S. Supreme Court and the
governor of Virginia.
Prior to his execution, Jones tried
to reason with officials by saying that
death row inmates deserve compassion despite their violent pasts. "These
arc not animals," Jones said. "We
hurt. We feel. We get scared."
Granted, this could have been nothing more than a empty plea, voiced
only in hopes of reversing the deci

sion to end his life.
But whatever his
intentions, he
raised a legitimate
point. It would be
hypocritical to irreversibly punish
a person for one
fatal mistake.
True,
most
criminals who receive the death
penalty are repeat offenders, but this
is not always the case.
One must consider the fact that
criminals who commit a single murder or a single rape or even a single
incident of extreme and unusual violence receive the death penalty. Yet
psychotic mass murderers such as
Charles Mansonarestill alive? Where
is the logic in this?
Not onl y is the government crudely
inconsistent with its distribution of
the death sentence, but they have put
to death innocent men on numerous
occasions — not one isolated incident, but numerous times.
Does any human being have the
right to decide to end another human
being's life? If you look at the issue

from a purely
Christian viewpoint, one does
not have this
right under any
circumstance.
As Christians,
we have all been
taught that God
is ultimately in
control of life. If this is indeed true,
how can a Christian justify capital
punishment? Not easily.
Christians have continually cited
the passage in Scripture which states
"an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth."
Seldom however, do they consent
to the fact that this Old Testament law
was struck down in the New Testament when Jesus commanded us to
"turn the other cheek."
Given the stand Christians take on
the inerrancy of Scripture, "Thou shalt
not murder" should hold a significant
amount of weight in light of this issue.
This is a commandment from God
— one that we should not attempt to
overrule. Capital punishment assumes

Counterpoint

an authority that man has never been
given. The lime of any person'sdcalh,
whether a violent, horrible criminal
or not, is solely up to God. Man has
absolutely no righl to cause, much
less execute, a man's death.
The rejection of capital punishment
is not denying that a criminal should
surely suffer the consequence of his
wrongful act, yet death is not the
answer. Rehabilitation is. These
criminals need to be loved, cared for
and shown a different way. They
need to be made aware that there is an
abundant life aside from crime.
Obviously, this method will not
work for all criminals — maybe not
even most. But if even one life is
turned around and reformed, is it not
worth it?
As Christians are obligated to value
life. We need to understand that life
is not ours to destroy through our
personal judgement. Weneedtoleave
the punishment up to God.
Each person will ultimately "reap
that which he also sows" in heaven.
Until that time, let these criminals rot
in jail and think about what eternity
holds for them.

Prisons provide an all-expense paid vacation
By ALLISON BR0PHY
Champion Reporter

"Available: well heated/air conditioned room complete with bed, sink,
toilet, desk, top-notch security, free
utilities, free meals, entertainmentand
free rent."
Sounds great, huh? Well, all a
person has to do is murder, steal, rape
or break the law in some other way,
and they're set for life.
The secure and undeserved treatment that many criminals receive
should be an outrage to society.
People go to jail, obviously, because they have committed a crime.
They are being punished. Yet, in
many cases jail is a free ride, not a
place wherecriminals repay the wrong
they have done.
Prisoners are allowed to sit in jail
cells all day building up their vocabularies, filling their stomachs and
basically doing nothing to pay back
their debt to society and to their victims.
They get play time where they can

go outside and shoot some hoops or
lift weights in the weight room. Many
prisons offer weekly movies, occasional concerts and a current book
cart.
Prisoners get three square meals a
day, which may not be top notch, but
are a lot better than meals some hardworking people must eat everyday.
Taxpayers are forced to house these
violent criminals sometimes for 10,
20 or 30 years — sometimes even for
life. This is absurd, and wrong. These
people need to be put to work and
earn their stay just like everyone else.
There are plenty of things that the
criminals can do. They're probably
strong enough to lift 50-pound bricks
after all the weight lifting they have
done.
Let them construct highways, do
landscaping at the White House or
pick up garbage.
They should work a full eight-hour
work day just like the citizens who
pay for the free ride these criminals
receive. These are strong, able-bod-

ied men and women who can and
should be made to work hard.
They can even be part of the answer
to America'senvironmental problem.
If this country made every criminal
pick up garbage or participate in recycling projects, our country would be
much cleaner without spending billions of dollars to pay workers. Of
course there is a limit to how much
they can do, but it would be a start.
Criminals are basically void of all
rights as soon as they're convicted.
The moment they chose to break the
law, they chose to give up freedom.
In a way, they are unpaid servants
of the country because of the debt they
owe. So let's treat them as such.
No more poetry circles, Mickey
Mousefilmfestivals or free hot meals
— the prisoners need to be worked so
hard that their free beds feel good at
night.
They need to appreciate the work
ethic and those who keep them warm
and safe in the winter and comfortable in the summer.

Hang up the work schedules and
give these freeloaders a job. The
prisoners have started to catch on to
us.
They're probably sitting in their
cells laughing their heads off because
they've beaten the system. There are
even stories of people who purposely
broke the law so that they could have
a free roof over their head.
These criminals are not stupid.
They're smiling all the way to their
well-lit cells while groups like the
ACLU are screaming, "Prisoners
deserve rights and luxuries just like
everyone else." Wrong!
Wake up, liberals! The prisoners
don't care about your misinterpreted
Constitution or your twisted logic.
But they sure do appreciate you
keeping them warm and comfy with a
full lummy. These criminals do not
deserve the same treatment as decent
people who choose to abide by the
law.
It is time that liberals open their
eyes and prisoners start sweating!

mainstream
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Real
Life
Tim Pierce

Research work
is not as hard
as it may seem
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Youth pastor began work as layman
Rick Lowe ministers to Heritage Baptist teens
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Stall Columnist

Most Youth 201 students dream of
the day they can finally put their
knowledge into practice with a youth
group. Rick Lowe has already gained
that position as the new Heritage
Baptist Church youth pastor.
Lowe began working with this
youth group three
mmmmm^mmm
years ago as a layman while maintaining his own business ™*",~
as a landscape architect. When the
former youth pastor resigned 10
months ago, Lowe felt the Lord calling him to apply for the position.
Several months prior to the vacancy, Lowe and his wife, Anne,
dedicated their lives to serving the
Lord "wherever and in whatever way
He willed." As one of 18 applicants
for the job, Lowe put the matter in the
Lord's hands.
"Dr. Kroll (senior pastor of Heritage Baptist )is a very education-oriented man, and I did not feel very
encouraged," Lowe said. "Most of
the other applicants had a B.A. or
some degree in youth ministries."

However the board of deacons
examining the applicants did not have
a "calm spirit" about any of them, and
Lowe was hired as the full-time youth
pastor in June.
Lowe said that he compares his
three years of ministering to the
youth group to "Samuel anointing
David after he had tended his father's
flocks for three
mmmm^mmwmmmm
years."
Unusual cir— ^ — — — cumstanccs are
not new to Lowe. "My whole life has
been scries of steps I had to submit
to," he said.
Orphaned at age 15, Lowe lived
with a Christian family who offered
to pay his education if he chose
Liberty Baptist College. "Liberty
Baptist was not my first choice, but I
had to submit to it." he said.
Lowe attended Liberty Baptist
College during the 1979-80 school
year and studied political science.
When Lowe accepted the position
of youth pastor, he wasted no time in
organizing a group of 60 junior and
senior high students. He said that the
group's major problem was "a lack of

"Dr. Kroll (senior
pastor of Heritage
Baptist) is a very
education-oriented
man, and I did not
feel very encouraged.
Most of the other
applicants had a B.A.
or some other degree
in youth ministries."

communication between the parents
and kids."
Therefore he decided to write a
complete handbook of rules, policies
and guidelines for the youth group.
The primary goal of the group is
"disciplcship balanced with evangelism," he said. Lowe works toward
the goal through a threefold method
of leaching called "cdification-training-fcllowship."
Lowe keeps the group busy with
events such as the recent "meet you at
the pole" time where high school
students gathered around the flag
poles of their schools for a time of
prayer.
The group has also competed in the
Word of Life Teens Involved competition, which draws Christian teens
from around the country to compete
in a variety of categories such as
drama, music and preaching.
For spiritual growth, the group will
take part in a discipleship program
called "The BatUe Zone."
Lowe said that the hardest teens to
reach are the senior high youth. "It is
almost as if you must get them lost
before you save them," he said. He

Conducting thorough research for
academic projects and papers is
tedious work which often becomes
chaotic when a student docs not
know where to look for sources or
how to use them.
When looking for specific information, there arc several basic
sources available which can be
beneficial.
— Rick Lowe
• Reader's Guide to Periodical
Heritage Baptist youth pastor
Literature is an author-subject
index to selected general interest
and non-technical periodicals.
said that too many Christian youth Friday night social gathering in their
Reader's Guide tells where to find
are"conformed,
rather than trans- gymnasium in addition to their reguan article on a given subject by a
lar Wednesday night and Sunday
formed."
certain author.
To promote unity within the group, morning Bible study.
• Social Sciences Index, a cumuLowe said, "Although the job is a
Heritage teens wear Christian T-shirts
lative index to periodicals, contains
to their public schools on Tuesdays to challenge, it has drawn our family
information on anthropology, com
help recruit new members and let closer together."
munity health and medical care,
other Christian teens know of the
Lowe envisions a bright future
geography, minority studies, politigroup. "We have a good contact in all for the youth group and said that
cal science, sociology, urban studthe local high schools," Lowe said.
they have plans to acquire their own
ies, and related subjects.
The Heritage youth group has a building in the near future.
• New York Times Index provides simple access to the New York
Times and contains the significant
news, editorial matter, and special
features published in that newspaper.
•Philosopher'slndex is an international index to philosophical
periodicals and books grouped by
subject and author with abstracts.
• Religion Index, an index to
According the Dudley, in order to run
By JENNIFER BLANDF0RD
I periodicals in the field of religion is
the carts, elecuical wiring had to be
Special to the Champion
especially helpful to students engaged in the study of religion or a
Cosmetic reconsuuetion is under- installed in the center court, and the
related field.
way to change the face of River Ridge renovation provided an opportunity
to have this done.
Mall's interior.
• Humanities Index is a cumula"There are several reasons for the
For some of the businesses located
tive index to periodicals in archaerenovations," Louise Dudley, mall in the mall, the renovation is an opology and classical studies, folkmanager, said. "The mall is 12 years portune time for desired expansion,
lore, history, language and literaold and with retail, it's important to particularly to those smaller busiture, performing arts, and related
keep current. We're trying to do that nesses nestled underneath the mall's
subjects.
by updating our look.
waterfall.
• General Science Index is a
"We're also trying to institute a
Other changes being made at River
cumulative index to periodicals in
cart program called Main Sueet Ridge include better facilities for the
astronomy, biology, botany, chemMarket to put eight resale carts in the handicapped, increased lighting,
istry, earth science, food and nutri'... » ... J-rcenter court of the mall," she said.
tion, mathematics, medicine and
moveable planters to replace the trees
Construction at River Ridge Mall is underway to rennovate the mall's interior. The work is to be completed
health, and related subjects.
The cart program consists of eight and new floor tiles.
in three phases and will give customers new shopping opportunities and vendors more business.
small businesses which will sell their
• Education Index is a cumulaDudley said the renovation will be
products in a mini-store display.
tive index to periodicals in adminicompleted in three phases. The center
stration and supervision,pre-school,
Advantages of the cart program court will be finished by mid-Octoelementary, secondary, higher and
include providing mall patrons with a ber, the west court by Nov. 1, and the
adult education, teacher education,
wider variety of shopping ouUets and east court completion will occur
The Living Christmas Tree: p.m. and 6 p.m. Ticket sales begin to 2 p.m. Sat., Oct. 3 and Oct.
vocational education, teaching
increasing "ambience" in the mall. shortly after Christmas.
22nd annual performance, Oct. 5 at 10 a.m. All scats re- 17. Complete vocational asmethods, curriculum, and related
"Whiter Than Snow," at Tho- served. Tickets are $5.00.To order sessment. Fee is based on insubjects.
mas Road Baptist Church. Per- call (804) 239-9281 or write to: come. Pre-registration is re• Christian Periodical Index is
formances are Dec. 5, 2 p.m. The Living Christmas Tree, Box quired. More information can
an index to subjects and authors and
and 7 p.m.; Dec. 5, 6 p.m.; 20000, Lynchburg, VA 24506- be obtained by calling the cento book and media rev iews in ChrisDec. 11, 7 p.m.; Dec. 12, 2 8001.
tian periodicals and literature.
ter at 847-0258.
• Business Periodical Index, a
p.m. and 7 p.m.; Dec. 13, 2
Career Workshop: The The 26th Annual Country
cumulative index to periodicals,
Woman's Resource Center is Music Awards: honors excovers accounting, advertising and
sponsoring a two-day career cellence in country music.
CLASSIFIEDS
marketing, agriculture, banking,
counseling workshop 10 a.m. Wed., Sept. 30,9 p.m. on CBS.
communications.computcr technolFOR SALE: Wedding gown fits 6ogy, drug and cosmetic industries,
16. Sleeveless, ruffled lace collar,
industrial relations, management,
matching train and veil S200. Call
retailing, public relations, and reanytime 525-3178.
lated subjects.
FOR SALE: AT & T PC 6300 com• Psychological Abstracts and
puter. IBM compatible. Dual 5 1/4"
Sociological Abstracts contains
floppy disk drives. 640K. Monochrome
summaries of the literature in psymonitor included. Some software availchology, sociology, and related disAt the Rape Companion Program we care. We don't
ahlc. Call 525-6545 after 5 p.m.
ciplines.
want you to be alone In your time of need. To help you
FOK SALK: Apple IIC flu* with
These more common research
through your crisis we offer the following services:
bnagewriter II printer, two 3.5 drives,
tools, found in most libraries, can be
Word Perfect ic More. $650.00 Call
located in the reference section. For
239-6572
Listening and support • all Information is kept totally confidential.
help in locating them, ask the refer"The Management doesn't just rent you an
Escort and advocacy - for clients who need assistance securing safe shelter,
ence librarian where they are and
JOB: Wail out the recession. Be a
medical attention, or companionship through court and legal procedures.
Nanny for a year. Families pay salary,
how they arc used. He or she is a
apartment,..they care about you!"
Counseling/support group • counseling can be arranged through referrals. A
room, board and vacation time. Call
trained professional in the field of
-Scott Walters, Old Mill Resident
Angela @ 1-703-691-0334 Nanny
support group is available for victims who wish to participate.
research.
Dimensions
Inc.
Other possible sources are govReferrals- will be made with any other services a client may need, such as social
"Quiet, convenient and comfortable!"
services, legal assistance, shelter, medical assistance and others.
ernment agencies and business
-Linwood Campbell, Old Mill Resident
TRAVEL EREE! Sell quality vacaorganizations.
Public/professional prevention and general education • cur Speakers Bureau
tions to exotic destinations Jamaica,
The Government Printing Office
Is available to provide presentations to community groups, schools, public and
Cancun, Bahamas, and Florida. Work
in Washington, D.C. publishes more
private service organizations and the general public.
for the most reliable spring break
than 24,000 titles in every field the
company with the best commissions/
federal government takes interest.
service Sun Splash Tours 1-800-4267710
To find out what titles are available for a particular research topic,
TO w.xllOMLS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
write to the Superintcndcntof DocuEARN
S500
or
more
weekly
stuffing
ments, U.S. Government Printing
Mill Stream Lane
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 or
Lynchburg, Va * (804) 237-2901
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. m3,
call (202) 783-3238.
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
The Library of Congress, with a
70727
collection of more than 18,000,000
books and pamphlets, is a priceless
C LUBS
Bring in this Ad to...
source of information.
RAISE A COOL
Many companies conduct vari$1000
ous types of research and publish
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
their findings. To find out informa1'LUS $1000 FOR THE
tion on a particular topic, write to
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
companies that arc possible sources
No obligation. No cost.
and ask if they have conducted any
You also get a FREE
types of research on the topic. This
HEADPHONE RADIO
inexpensive way of finding inforjust for calling
mation normally costs no more than
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
a stamp.
(A .50 Value, Sun.-Thurs. Onl_y Exp. 10-29-92; Limit one perperson perday)
-River Ridge Mall

career exposure

Construction underway

River Ridge Mall
gets new look

I
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Off-Campus Calendar

YOU'RE
NEVER
ALONE

Good Things
are Going on
at OLD MILL

Rape Companion Program
24 HOURS A DAY
947-RAPE

Play "Mortal Kombaf
fR£6
At MIND80GGL6 Video Arcade
"Our Games Will Boggle Your Mind."
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Liberty graduate credits success to focused goals
By JENNIFER COX
Special to The Champion

Liberty alumni Michael Tillcy lives by one
principle every day — Keeping sight of a goal
and remaining faithful to one principle.
Tilley, a marketing manager for Lynchchburg Cablcvision.also workson freelance
sportscasting for college football and various
levels of basketball. Last year, he had the
opportunity to sportscast a basketball game
on ESPN.
"This has become a good experience for mc
in the business part of things and the marketing," Tillcy said.
Tillcy, a 1986 Liberty graduate majored in
in television and radio performance with a
journalism minor. He first became aware of
Liberty through the Old Time Gospel Hour
and chose to attend Liberty because he
always believed in "becoming a dynamic
Christian in fields other than the ministry."
He feels that Liberty "was the most bal-

anced of all the Christian schools that I had produces events such as college football
seen" and that he would choose Liberty if he games.
had to make the choice again.
Freelancing work promoted Tilley's career
"I still stay in contact with some of my by contracting with a West Virginia Firm and
best friends (from Liberty)," Tillcy said. Home Team Sports organization.. He has
Tillcy also married Ellie Yates, whom he met also worked for Family-net Sports, Radford
University, and
while working at
^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ — _ ^^^m^^mmmmmmm^
WSET-TV of LynWRVL in 1990.
chburg, where he
"I don't think that I
"Never lose faith that
was a weekend
would have had the
what
God
wants
you
to
sports reporter.
opportunities and experiences I have had in
do; He'll bring about in
Tilley believes he
the radio and TV field
gained
a greater
His time."
w i thoul Liberty' s conspiritual
knowl— Michael Tilley
tacis," Tillcy said.
edge while attendAfter graduation, — — — — — — —
ing Liberty. "The
working with LBN provided a "natural tranmost significant lessons were not an acasition" for him when graduation came.
demic issue, and not necessarily school-related."
His work with LBN began before graduation on the Southern Conference football
The greatest advice that he acquired
from Liberty's speakers was "trusting in
games which led him to Host Creative ComGod without trying to absorb all of the presmunications in Charlotte, North Carolina that

sures on yourself, and finding the practical
way of leaning on Him, rather than doing it
all."
According to Tilley, the goal of being a
sportscaster motivates him to continue
freelancing where he could possibly get" the
gig break."
"I used to tell everyone that I always
wanted to do ballgames on CBS," Tilley said.
"I'm still striving in that area."
Lynchburg Cablevision, which is owned
by Time Warner, provides " an endless area
of opportunity," said.
His advice to students is to "realize that
everyone is fighting for the same jobs... and
you have to remain focused on what you want
to accomplish."
Tilley said that, certain circumstances will
affect how a person reaches his goal, but he
should always keep his sights on the goal.
. "Never lose faith that what God wants you
to do; He'll bring about in His time."

Mike and Ellie Tilley
Liberty alumni and wife

Student quietly embodies spirit of LU
By KIM MATHERLY
Champion Reporter

Laurie Ann Coe and Rodney William Fisher were
married July 4, 1992. Laurie is a former Liberty student, ar^ ^
graduate.

At first glance, one might perceive
sophomore Melissa Cook as just a
fellow college student. Yet, it's this
missionary kid's (MK) many unseen
facets that make her an example of the
hidden talent and imagination most
LU students possess.
Being an MK in Merida, Mexico
for 12 years has allowed Cook to see
the world in a unique way. The students around DeMoss cannot miss
seeing her brightly colored outfits or
her cowboy boots. From her handmade Western-style outfits to her distinct accent, Cook's life is a mixture
of all of the cultures she has known
and loved.
But it wasn't always easy being a
MK. Because she lived in Mexico for
most of her elementary and middle
school years, she was home-schooled.
Cook sees her past home-school experience as the root of her daily
struggle with school work. "When I
have kids, I will not home-school
them unless it is unavoidable," Cook

said.
Even though she
struggles with her
classes, her hard
work is paying off.
she is maintains a
good GPA considering the hardships
of going from a
home-school to a
structured American university.
Cook plans to continue her studies at
LU and someday
find a position as a
Spanish teacher in
a public school Melissa Cook
system.
Aside from her school work Cook
.enjoys writing poetry and short stories. Also in her spare time, she paints
nature scenes. The walls of her dorm
room are covered with some of her favorite sketches and paintings.
Cook is also in the LU color guard,
so spare time is rare. Practice takes
many hours each week as she learns

People should avoid using three points
When you are trying to give reasons for something, save your credibility. Only give two reasons.
What I am about to describe,
you've probably heard thousands of
times since teachers and parents are
the biggest culprits.
When someone tries to give reasons for doing or not doing something, and they use three points. The
third reason is very often a restating
of one of the other two points. This is
known as the "garbage third-point"
theory.
I never realized how commonthis
problem was until I was trying to
justify something to my friend Lenny
Shelor, and listed a set of three points.
He informed me that the third point
I included was a blatant rehash of the
first point. Since that incident, we
have both found that people often
do this.
For example, let's say that you've
done something you shouldn't have,
and an RA is explaining why you'rewrong. Here is the conversation:

a skeptical audience and must ond point also.
Take, for instance, a parent telling
smoothly stale three reasons to avoid
looking confused in front of listeners. a child why he should not stay out
John
But here's another scenario. A later than he is allowed.
Scott
friend desires to borrow your car for
Staff Columnist
'It really bothers me when you stay
the weekend and wants to know why
aut late like that.Do you know why?":
he can't.
That is so True
1) "Number one, you have school
tomorrow and you need to gel
"No, sorry ah, Elvis... I cannot lenc
your sleep."
my car to you, and I'll give you thre(
"You were wrong in doing what
reasons why not." ...
2) I expect the worst."
you did, and I am going to give you
1) "My parents told me that I
3)"And number three, you
three reasons why."
couldn't."
could've gotten hit by a
1) "What you did was against the
2) "I'm having a lot of problems
car!!!?"
rules. You were disobeying
with the steering."
the system."
3) "My dad would kill me if he
Students, it's absolutely impera2) "You could have really hurt
found out."
tive that you remember this article
someone by doing that."
the every time you attempt to prove
3)"It was against the Liberty
something.
way."
Boy, I'm so glad you cleared that
If you have any self-pride whatsoup, Jackson. I'll never ask to borrow ever, I encourage you to save your
Now come on Mr. Resident Assis- your car again after those three, strong, credibility and only use two points.
tant r, that third point looks pretty self-supporting reasons you listed. Why?
I'll give you three good reasons:
None of them were similar.
familiar to mc.
Now, the third point is usually a One, people won' l trust your argment.
The person who usually quotes this
garbage is usually a person in author- repetition of the first point. However, Two, you will look dumb, and three,
ity attempting to prove something to it can be blatantly similar to the sec- you will look like an idiot.

Answers Please

By Brian Pratt

Where is the best place
to study on campus?
"On a boat or
near a goat,
on a train or
in a plane,
but not in the
LU library."
Christopher Vecchione
Douglas, MA.

"In an empty
classroom."

Jennifer Watson

Dan Brano
Detroit

Fairfax, Va.

"In chapel.'

"I laminate my
notes and study
them in the
shower."

"In the hall of
my dormitory
after curfew."

Laura Stephens
Warner, GA.

"In an empty
cubicle in the
library."

Jasmine Stratos
Springfield, MA.

Todd Shatzer
Chicago, 111.

the routines that
theguard performs
during football
games.
Sheenjoyscolor
guard and proudly
refers to herself
and her friends as
"bandos" or "bandits". According
to cook, one cannot miss the table
in
Crossroads
where the "bandos" flock together.
"It's the loudest table in the
cafeteria," Cook
said.
Aside from color guard. Cook
works in the LU Library at the circulation desk in her free time. She often
jokes with the students who need a
break from their studies.
Devotions and prayer are also very
important to Cook. She faithfully
takes time out of her busy day to

spend time with God. Growing up in
a Christian home has been exposed to
values such as spending time with
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Since she attends classes like all
LU students, Melissa Cook is just a
fellow classmate to some. But when
one stops to see how well she writes
or how much work she accomplishes
each day, they can observe another
side of her. They see how in her life
imagination is allowed to run free
and talent is brought out.
Like many other students, Cook
appreciates complements that are well
deserved. But the problem is that
complements arc not often given in
the busy lives of students at LU.
Students often take the time out to
socialize with their friends. According to Cook, however, they do not
take the time to see what imagination, talent, and dedication lies within
the students they sit beside in classes
' each day.
Looking into Melissa Cook's life
can help others to see what lies within
each student.

columnist illustrates the
danger of becoming "too
busy" for roommate, friend
Have you ever been so busy that
you've gone for days without really
talking to a good friend? Sometimes
il'sunavoidable.butyoui/iow you're
too busy when one of those people is
your own roommate.
Last Tuesday I awoke to the piercing scream of my alarm clock. "Wake
up! Wake up!" it yelled. "You only
have half an hour until class, and
someone will take the shower with
good waterpressure if you don't hurry
up."
I showered, shaved and dressed
within a matter of minutes. True, my
half of the room looked like someone
bombed the Salvation Army, but I
was on a mission. The day had officially begun.
I darted out the door and raced to
the ravine with the eloquence of the
Jamaican bobsled team. Despite
adverse weather conditions and low
visibility, I scaled wooden stairs even
the Swiss mountain goal dare not
trek.
The morning disguised itself in a
blur of familiarities. "Hey, David.
How are you doing?" I heard countless times throughout the morning. "I
never see you anymore, buddy. Where
have you been?" others asked.
Without even thinking, I gave the
usual, "Well, I've been really busy
lately," or "I've just had so much
stuff to do, it's not even funny."
Occasionally, I shared my list of
"Things to do," but it didn't make for
very exciting conversation.
My afternoon disappeared without
my ever having seen it. Editorial
meetings and deadlines had spilled
into the evening hours. Suddenly, I
noticed it was nearly 7 p.m., and I
hadn't eaten dinner.
I scampered over to the cafeteria
just before they locked the doors. I
never thought I 'd be so thankful to eat
in the cafeteria by myself.
Once again I was ama/.ed by
Marriott's creativity for renaming
food in honor of Missions Emphasis
Week. I had no idea that spice-nut
muffins were Mongolian delicacies.
Tired (and in desperate need of a
restroom), I decided to head back to
the dorm. Besides, I had been in dress

David
Hart
Feature Editor

Hart of the Matter
clothes for over 12 hours, and I was
afraid they had become a permanent
part of my body.
I made the rare, "pre-curfew" appearance in my own dorm room. My
roommate David, fully aware of this
novelty, gasped in astonishment.
"David? Is it really you?" he joked.
"It's just been so long since I' ve seen
you, I nearly forgot what you look
like."
(Ouch. Can we say "guilt ?")
"In fact, I just got off the phone
with the business office, and they
said that I owe them more money
since I'm living in a room all by
myself," he added.
It was spoken with the same hint hint - hint intonation my mom uses
when trying to make a point. (Refer
to John Scott's column for further instruction on persuasive speaking.)
"I'm not gone that much," I foolishly said. "Am I?" Dave's eyebrows
raised, and silent grins answered my
question.
As college students, it's easy to
become a slave to rigid schedules and
extra-curricular activities. And understandably so, since our identity, to
a large extent, is molded by the activities in which we participate.
But therein lies this danger.
Sometimes our good intentions are
outweighed by our physical and
mental capabilities—and other times
by the lack thereof.
You see, there's nothing inherently wrong with classes, clubs or
schedules. In fact, they're the exact
memories we' 11 one day hold nearest
to our heart.
Yet it's critical to remember that
we shouldn't sacrifice our perspective of people in the pursuit of our
collegiate achievements.
Once our friends can peacefully
coexist with our responsibilities,
we'll be a lot happier with both.
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Discover the finest dining in Lynchburg
Hull's Restaurant
"To go, or not to go and if so,
Location: Graves Mill Shopping
where to go?" were the actual words
Center
that young William Shakespeare
Chris
Phone: 385-7581
asked himself when he met an atPhelps
Hours: lunch, Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 3
tractive young lady while attending
Stall Columnist
p.m.; dinner, Mon. - Sat. 5 p.m.-10
Oxford. Since he did not wish to
p.m.
wine and dine at Ye Old Campus
Chef's Corner
Menu: grilled steaks, prime rib, and
Cafeteria, he had to find a finer tav- --~~""—"~""~"
crn where he could discover richer and more exquisite
mcxican dishes.
foods.
Unfortunately, he didn't have my expertise or my
published listing to finer dining.
*Cafe France
Therefore,I'vccompilcdalistingofadozcn local res- Location: 3225 Old Forest Rd
taurants that offer you the customer an opportunity to Phone: 385-8989 (reservations suggested)
taste their different creations: from tortellini alfrcdo, Hours: lunch, Mon. - Sat. 11:3() a.m.- 3 p.m.; dinner,
three-alarm buffalo wings and premium aged steaks
Tucs. - Sal. 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
grilled over a mesquite fire.
Menu: Nouvellc American menu featuring a mix of sea
Several also offer some of the best dessert pastries
food, beef, veal, and lamb entrees and appetizers prethat 1 have ever tasted, so leave room for a slice of
pared fresh with a twist of gourmet ingredients.
chocolate mousse cake or hot apple cobbler with a scoop
of vanilla ice cream!
Cedar Street
The asterisk (*) denotes my personal favorites for Location: 3009 Old Forest Rd
food presentation, value, service and atmosphere.
Phone: 384-7118 (reservations suggested)
Hours: lunch, Mon. - Sat. 11:3() a.m.- 2 p.m.; dinner,
Applebee's
Mon .- Sal. 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Location: Candler's Mm Rd, across from General
Menu: Continental featuring veal, chicken, and lighten
Electric
trees; lunch offers fresh salads, deli sandwiches, soups,
Phone: 582-2626
and light entrees.
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11a.m.-11p.m., Fri.- Sat. 11a.m.
- 1 a.m.
Charley's
Menu -light salads, appetizers, sandwiches, and en
Location: River Ridge Mall
trees, specializing in tex-mex style recipes.
Phone: 237-5988

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 9 p.m. Fri.-Sat. 11a.m. -1
a.m.
Menu: varied continental featuring pasta, chicken, and
steak entrees; light salads and sandwiches, desserts.
Crown Sterling
Location: 6120 Fort Ave
Phone: 239-7744
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 6 p.m. -10 p.m.
Menu: specializing in grilled steaks a and roast prime rib;
features large salad bar; offers private seating for re
served panics.
•Kmil's Cafe & Rottiseric
Location: Boonesboro Shopping Center, Rt 501 N
Phone: 384-3311 (reservations suggested)
Hours: Mon . -Sal, 11 a.m. -10 p.m.
Menu: Bavarian-inspired casual dining Cafe offers light
entrees, salads, and sandwiches; fine-dining Rotisserie
features seafood, veal, lanb and beef entrees with tableside flambc's; both feature pastries and dessens made in
restaurant's bakery.
Harbour Inn Seafood
Location: 3220 Old Forest Road
Phone:384-3311
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
Menu: expansive seafood selections offering fish and
shellfish entrees and appetizers fried, broiled and grilled.
•La Carretta
Location: 8004 Timberlake Rd

Phone: 239-9701
Hours: lunch, Mon. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m., dinner,
5 p.m.- 10 p.m. (11 p.m. on Fri.), Sat. 12 p.m. - 10
p.m., Sun. lunch 12 p.m. - 2:30 p.m., dinner 5 p.m. - 9
p.m.
Menu: specializing in authentic mexican dishes with
mild or hot flavors; also offer vegetarian selections.
Monte Carlo
Location: 3230 Old Forest Rd
Phone: 385-7781
Hours: Mon. - Thurs, 11 a.m. -11 p.m., Fri.- Sat. 11 to
l;Sun., 12-11 p.m.
Menu: classic italian offerings such as manicotti, lasagna
and veal parmigiana as well as steaks and seafood en
trees.
•Sachiko's
Location: 126 Old Graves Mill Road
Phone: 237-5655 (reservations suggested)
Hours: Tues.- Sun. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Menu: continental style featuring beef, veal, lamb and
seafood entrees; offers wide dessert selections.
Shaker's
Location: Service road, River Ridge Mall
Phone: 847-7425
Hours: Sun.-Thurs., 11:30a.m .- 12a.m.Fri.-Sat,ll:30
a.m. - 1 a.m.
Menu: specialize in pasta, grilled chicken, steaks, and
seafood; also have variety oflight entrees, salads, and
sandwiches.

Liberty student spends summer counseling others
Volunteers at crisis hotline offer
help to variety of callers

life that are causing it?" She used
phrases to calm the mother.
After a while she succeeded in
pacifying the woman and directed the
now-controlled parent to Parent's
Anonymous, a support group for
parents with simi lar difficulties. Then
she waited for her next call.
Since the calls received vary dramatically, Brcnneman said: "You
have to know what you're doing. You
can't overreact. Thecalls range from
how to volunteer to a victim of a multiple personality disorder having a

supervisor met with her and assisted
with the more difficult cases.
Brcnneman shared one incident in
which she encountered a hysterical
"I wanted to do something that voice on the other end of the line. It
By AMY MORRIS
would be helpful to my future ca- was a young woman who was about
Champion Reporter
to beat her child, and she wanted help
While some college students spent reer," Brcnneman said.
To volunteer at Georgia Counsel before she spun out of control.
their summer break at the beach or
Rather than referring her to 911,
flipping burgers, Susan Brcnneman, and Child Abuse, Brcnneman had to
a sophomore psychology major at go through a 24 -hour training period, Brcnneman calmly talked to the disLiberty University, chose to spend where she learned how to respond to traught parent. "...Breathc.Count to
her vacation helping others by work- the different types of calls she would 10... splash water on your face... is it
ing on a crisis hotline in downtown. receive. She then took part in 10 the child that's making you angry or
hours of observation in which her are there other things going on in your
Atlanta.

How will they know unless they're told?
"... When He saw the multitudes,
He was moved with compassion on
them" (ML 9:36).
Jesus Christ is considered to be a
great person in our society. Granted,
there are those people in our culture
who show no respect for Jesus; but
the majority of people in society
view the person of Jesus Christ with
an air of mystique.
Surveys, debates, and books have
shown that people throughout the
world respect this man called Jesus. If
you ask the average individual in
downtown Chicago what he thinks of
Jesus, eight times out of 10 people
will give a positive response. If you
were talking to someone pitching hay
on the farm, he'd give an answer of
reverence when asked who he considered Jesus to be.
Yes, even the New Agcrs and
members of various culls, and religions hold Jesus in high esteem. They
proclaim that Jesus was a master
teacher, prophet, pioneer, and wizard. They believe that He possessed a

Nelson
Chapman
Staff Columnist

BESIDE STILL WATERS
"mind power" superior to that of
ordinary men today. No matter where
you go, people who have heard of
Jesus usually have something good to
say about Him.
Yet, even though the world may
respect Jesus for his "various breakthroughs" and teachings, they still
fail to know the real Jcsus."Bchold,
we go up to Jerusalem; and the Son of
man shall be betrayed unto the chief
priests and unto the scribes, and they
shall condemn Him to death. And
shall deliver Him to the Gentiles to
mock, and to scourge, and to crucify
Him. And the third day He shall rise
again" (Ml. 20:18-19).
Jesus, throughout His earthly life,
knew His task was to accomplish the

Our world docs not really know
will of the Father, which was to be
who
Jesus is. If itdid, society wouldn't
slain for the sins of the world. As
be
in
the shape it is in now. The world
Matthew 20:18-19 makes clear, Jeneeds
to hear about Jesus from your
sus knew ahead of time that He would
lips
and
sec Him through your life.
be betrayed by a close friend, beaten
As
you
and
I have been commisbeyond reason, ridiculed, and subsioned
by
the
Lord, we must set the
jected to a painful death.
record
straight:
Jesus is not just a
Our precious Lord came down from
teacher,
but
He
is
the living God who
glory with you and me in mind. Lookloves
us
and
is
filled
with compassion
ing over a lost and hopeless world,
to
cleanse
us
of
our
sins.
Almighty God was moved with comDo
you
have
the
love
for the world
passion. His heart's desire was to
that
Jesus
has?
Who
is
going to tell
restore mankind to His side by means
the
world
that
Jesus
was
the
Almighty
of the cross. Jesus is God Himself and
God
who
has
saved
us
from
our sins?
has compassion for the world.

+

breakdown while on the phone."
" Out of the 80to100 calls received
each day, I learned that people from
eight to even 80 years old need help,"
she said.
Many calls that are made are to
report abuse. For example, "My neighbor is abusing her child. What should
I do?"
The hotline volunteer informs them
that it's mandatory that the caller
report the incident, but they will not
use the informers name. The center
would get the name of the child,
address and name of school, and the
abuser's name. It would then turn the
case over to Social Services to investigate.
Because the hotline was a secular
organization, Brcnneman could not
tell the callers about Christ directly.
However, "one of the main questions
we asked was 'How are you dealing
with this?' A lot of people said, 'Well,
I read the Bible now' or '1 pray a lot'.
Only then could 1 tell them what Christ
did for them," she said.
Brcnneman learned that with abuse

Mon. & Tues.
Lg. Pizza
2 Toppings
& Pitcher
of Soft Drink

Meet you at Charleys

$9.99
15%

Not valid with any other discounts.

Dine By The Lake On
Great Steaks - Seafood & Gourmet Salad Bar
Dinner - Weddings - Receptions - Parties
LUNCH & DINNER

993-2475

Great Seafood for Less!
Clip out these money-saving coupons...
bring'em to Long John Silver's'...
and crunch a great lunch or dinner
for less.

LONGJOHN SILVERS.
SEAFOOD SHOFFES
•

10 MINUTES FROM
LYNCHBURG ON
US 460 EAST

• • WITH COUPON • • •

I

I Fish & Chicken Combo I
$1.99
•

•
•
•
•
I
•
•
l
•
•

(Good up to 4 offers)
One batter dipped fish filet & one
batter-dipped Chicken Plank
Served with New crispy fries.
Add-A-PlBc. of Batter-Dipped
Fish tor only .76 each.

Good it:
2019 Wards Road

L()NG
JOHN1
SIIVIKS

I
I
I

Wards Road

Sa('s\

Expires 11-31-92
Fort Ave.

Fort 11111 Village Shopping Center
3K4 3400

(Good up to 4 offers)
Two original batter-dipped fish
filets
served with New crispy fries,

frostily made cole slaw &

i
i

Fish for only .75 each.
Good st:
2019 Wards Road

No) valid with
uiy other coupon
orciMCouni.
One coupon per SJ
penou pa vaiL m

* Students receive
FREE
|
Soft Drink w / I.D. I

Fish & More $2.99

hushpuppies.
Add-A-Plece of Batter-Dipped

Offer
Expires:
10/28/92

$5.99

• SB WITH COUPON • • • • I

:

•

Salad Bar
Buffet

at Sal S %tstauran t

RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG

eairnrt R E S T A U R A N T

Wed. & Thurs. j
Pizza

'Enjoy Authentic Ftafian Cuisine

Discount

on Lunch or Dinner

OPEN NIGHTLY
FOR DINNER

"the past has a lot to do with the future. The more the victim has interacted with abuse, the more likely he
or she is to take it out on the next
generation. It's just one big cycle."
Brenneman praysdaily that God
will send others to help break that
cycle.

%

%

or

Susan Brennemen
Hotline volunteer

LONG

JOHN
SIIVIKS

Offer
Expires:
10/28/92
Notv»l«lwilh
any other coupon
One coupon per
penon per vail.

The Best In Casual Dining

THICK STEAKS • BBQ RIBS • JUICY BURGERS
FRESH FISH & PASTAS * GREAT SALADS
Serving
Lunch & Dinner
From 11AM DAILY
Take-Out Available

847-7425

Major Credit Cards

3401 CANDLERS MT. RD. AT RIVER RIDGE ENTRANCE • LYNCHBURG

*

sports
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Flames drop heartbreaker
^despite 29-point quarter
By SHANNON D.HARRINGTON sacked Aggies quarterbacks eight Turner.
Bolin completed a pass to Rudy Artis
Champion Reporter
times for a loss of 41 yards. LineAt the end of the half, the Aggies for a 25-yard touchdown.
Penalties and a strong offensive backer Dion Krausc led the defense led the Flames 21-3.
The Flames had one more oppordrive by North Carolina A&T hurt with 11 tackles and 3 sacks.
Liberty came out of the locker room tunity to win the game with :26 reLiberty in the fourth quarter Saturday
A&T opened the game with a 65- fired up in the second half, taking the maining, but on a first and ten play
as the Aggies went on to defeat the yard drive that ended in a 41-yard opening drive into the end/one for a Justino was intercepted by A&T's
Flames 35-32 in Greensboro, N.C.
touchdown pass from quarterback touchdown off a Cherry two-yard run. Sam Davis.
Liberty committed 11 penalties for David Russell to Barry Turner. LibLiberty cut the Aggie lead to five
The loss for Liberty evened its
a loss of 72 yards in the game.
erty could not return the favor on their points when Justino completed a pass record at 2-2. The Aggies remain
"Wc had the opportunity to put opening drive, and the Aggies forced to Isaac Cook for a 15-yard touch- undefeated at 4-0.
them away, but in the fourth quarter, them lo punt.
down. Liberty then went for the two"If we're going to move to the
penalties hurt us," Flames Head Coach
The Aggies took the Final drive of point conversion and succeeded with next level, we have to win games like
Sam Rutigliano said.
the first quarter 54 yards in 5:51 be- a Jusuno to Jones completion. The this one," Rutigliano said. "It was a
Rutigliano also said that the fore A&T kicker Carl Warren missed Flames trailed the Aggies 21-18.
good football game, and you can't be
penalties were not the cause of LU's a 37-yard field goal attempt.
On the following kick-oli, Aggie upset with the kids' performance in
loss to the Aggies.
A&T scored again on their opening returner Brian Rodman slipped at the the second half."
"You don't win or lose games drive in the second quarter. Turner A&T two-yard line. Turner fumbled
Next, the Flames will be traveling
because of officiating," Rutigliano scored his second touchdown of the on the next play, and Liberty's Dan to Towson Slate. Liberty won the
said.
game on a 2-yard run. The point-after Pritchard recovered the fumble in the previous contest against the Tigers in
Both teams' offenses were closely by Warren gave the Aggies a 14-0 endzone for a touchdown. The point- 1991,38-28.
matched in numbers, but the differ- advantage over the Flames with 6:56 after by Whitehead gave Liberty its
Football Game 4
ence was A&T's ability to make big remaining in the first half.
first lead of the game, 25-21.
Offensive
plays when they needed them.
The Flames look the next drive and
Liberty went on to score once more
72
"They made plays they needed to scored the team's first points of the in the third quarter on a41 -yard touch- Rushing: Cherry
14
Thomas
win the ballgame," Rutigliano said. game off a 37-yard Daniel Whitehead down pass from Justino to Jones. At
93
Receiving: Jones
Quarterback Robby J ustino chipped field goal. Justino completions to the end of the third, LU led 32-21.
63
McCreight
in 241 yards passing for the Flames Jones for 27 yards and McCreight for
The Aggies came back in the fourth
1
Cherry
offense. He also threw for two touch- 16 yards were keys to the drive.
quarter and cut the Flames lead lo five TDs:
Cook
1
downs in the game. Justino has 838
Two key mistakes by Liberty led points on a Maceo Bolin touchdown
Jones
1
total passing yards for the season.
to another touchdown by the Aggies pass to Turner.
Maurice Jones led the Flames in to end thefirsthalf. Flames back-up
Liberty held possession of the ball
{
Defensive
photo by Tim Herrmann
receiving with six receptions for 93 quarterbackTravis Wilemon fumbled with 4:25 left in the game but was Tackles: Krause
15
North Carolina A&T's Tommy McKoy prepares to tackle LU's yards. On the ground, LU's offense
on a third down with three yards to go forced to punt with 2:43 remaining.
Hadley
9
Dion Cook after his reception while Maurice Jones tries to block rushed for 101 total yards. Adrian for an 18-yard loss. The Aggies reA&T drove the ball to the Liberty
Pritchard
8
the defender. The Flames lost the game 35-32 after rallying in Cherry led the team with 87 yards covered the ball on the Liberty 15- 45-yard line before an unsportsman7
McConnell
the third quarter for 29 points. At that point LU gained a 32-21 gained.
yard line. Then a pass-interference like conduct penalty was called against
7
White
advantage but couldn't hold on in the fourth quarter as A&T
Defensively, the Flames line was penalty by Liberty resulted in a two- the Flames that cost them five yards.
Thompson
7
rallied for two touchdowns to win.
able to penetrate A&T's line as they yard touchdown run by A&T's With 31 seconds left on the clock,

Men's soccer greets conference with win
By MIKE GATHMAN

pass from senior Brent Ward. Ward
passed the ball into Senitz who booted
In the first test against a confer- it in from 4 yards to give LU a 1 -0 lead
ence opponent, the LU men's soccer at 22:11.
team defeated Charleston Southern
Less than two minutes later, LU's
University 5-1 on Saturday behind a Thomas received a pass from James
three-goal first half. It lifted the Wright and beat Charleston defender
Flames record to 7-1 for the season. Chris Dcucrk for the goal. After dribFlames forward Mark Senitz bling the ball by Deucrk, Thomas
paced the team with a three-goal confused the goalie and blasted the
performance. James Wright and shot into the far side of the goal to
Derek Thomas chipped in the other give LU a 2-0 lead.
two goals for LU.
Seven minutes later, Senitz struck
"It felt good to put some away for his second goal of the game on a
against a conference team," Senitz comcrkick from Ward.The pass from
said. "Coach has been talking to us Ward sailed to the far side of the goal
about creating more space for our- where Senitz kneeled and headed the
selves to get off our shots, and today ball into the comer of the goal to give
it just clicked and made sense to LU a 3-0 lead.
me.
The Buccaneers Brian Zeck scored
Although Liberty won the game CSU's only goal seven seconds into
by four goals, head coach Bill Bell the second half on a pass across the
felt the team could have won by goal from Brian Dcndcr. The goal
more.
brought the Buccaneers to within two,
"I thought this season we would but the Flames defense shut them
have a team that could score goals, down after the goal.
but we could have scored more toThe Flames put the game out of
day," Bell said. "We needed to be reach at 38:56 of the second half
more aggressive. We became com- when Senitz struck for his third goal.
placent when we gained the lead." Wright passed the ball to Senitz who
However, Bell and his players booted it in for the score to give LU a
were pleased with the overall per- 4-1 advantage.
formance and were relieved to win
After several quality shots on goal
the First conference game.
by Wright, he finally broke through
"Its nice to tuck away this first and scored with 14:23 in the game.
win because it is a more intense Ward picked up his third assist of the
game, and there is pride involved in day in the process.
conference games," Bel 1 said. "Their On Tuesday, the Flames defeated
coach said this was the besi team VMI 2-0 on the road.
they have had in a couple of years,
Bradley Styles scored on a free
and that encourages me because we kick, and Wright scored on a head
could have scored eight goals."
shot for the only goals in a game
"Before the conference, every which raised the team's record to 6-1.
game had equal weight. Now these
LU soccer leaders
(conference) games arc more imGoals Assists
portant, and we especially get up for
Wright
10
3
these games," Senitz said.
Ward
4
6
Seniiz began the Flames scoring
Senitz
5
3
midway through the first half on a

Sports Editor

Record even at 2-2

Volleyball
team loses
3-1 to rival
Cavaliers
By JONATHAN COOLEY
Champion Reporter

The LU Lady Flames volleyball
team lost to the University of
Virginia 3-1 on Tuesday despite
solid defensive play and the use of
a new offense.
The Lady Flames played better
than results showed because they
lost two of the three games by
close margins.
Chris Fletcher, head coach of the
Lady Flames, was happy with the
overall play of the team.
"We played well, and we did a
lot of good things. I think UVa.
expected toblowusoffthecourtin
three. Defensively we played extremely well," she said.
Nikki Keznor led the team in
digs with 17 followed by Nicole
Nice who had 15 and Laura Miller
with 13. Kim Lawson led the team
in kills with 19 followed closely by
Nice who registered 18 kills.
Virginia was paced by Stanton
Courtney who registered 19 kills.
Fletcher was happy with the
play of the new offense and how
it worked in the game. The Flames
used Dianne Martindale in the
middle for the first time, and she
registered six blocking assists.
Fletcher was also pleased with
the progress the team has made.
"We're progressing in confidence and mental aspect. I've seen
them come from a level of being
unsure of themselves to having the
confidence and courage to play
photo by Brian Pratt
with anyone. We're looking for
October," she said.
LU soccer player Darren Shelburne is restrained from dribbling the ball by a Charleston
The fourth and final game inSouthern defender during the Flames 5-1 victory Saturday at the LU Soccer Complex.
cluded seven ties before the Cavaliers notched the victory. The game
was tied at 12 when the Cavaliers
scored three straight times to win
the game 15-12.
In game three Liberty trailed 13
- 7 but then scored four straight to
trail by two. However, Virginia
field, according to Head Coach Kerry going as a team, but the individual teams were playing an aggressive schedule.
Three of the four games left in the scored thefinaltwo points to win
St. John.
effort was good. Campbell Univer- game.
"We were very lucky that all the regular season are on the road. The 15-11.
St. John said that by the second- sity played up to their potential,
In the second game, the Flames
half both teams began to feel the loll and that caused us some difficulties girls came off the field unhurt," St. Saturday, Oct. 17 game against UNCtrailed 12-8 before scoring seven
John said. "The physical aspect of the Asheville is the only remaining LU
of a physically challenging game.
on defense."
straight to win the game 15-8.
Although five goals were scored game was very challenging, but I am home game.
Campbell scored two more goals in
Liberty led game one 3 -1 before
The three road opponents are Mary the second half to make the final by Campbell, the defensive players proud of our girls. They did not back
the Cavaliers went on a 9-2 run to
down once."
land-Baltimore County on Oct.
stayed on top of the game.
score 5-0.
This week the lady booters play 9, Roanoke College on Oct. 16 and lead 10-5. The Flames attempted a
"Defense stayed in there throughAlthough the lady booters
comeback and were within one,
were shut out, they sull attempted out the game, particularly Terri Lee," two of their most challenging games High Point on Oct. 23.
trailing only 10 - 9, but the CavaOn Nov. 5-7, the Flames will
11 shots on goal and had six St. John said. "This can be seen at home.
liers scored five straight and won
The Flames played Radford Uni- compete in the Big South
as three of Campbell's goalscameoff
goalie saves.
10-5.
St. John found the game to be an- of set plays, not a lack of defense versity on Monday, Sept. 28 and now Tournament. This year the tournawill play Saturday, Oct. 2 against ment will be held at Maryland-BaltiThe Flames record dropped to 6other addition in a list of learning on our part."
more County.
7 alter the loss to Virginia.
experiences.
St. John also commented that the UNC-Asheville.
There were no season stats
After this week, Liberty University
There were no stats available for
"We learned a lot on Saturday," he game was one of the most physical
available.
said. "Wc never really got games he had ever witnessed. Both only has four games left on the this contest.

Women's soccer suffers shutout at Campbell
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team
suffered a disappointing 5-0 loss on
Saturday to Campbell University on
the road.
This was the fourth conference
game for the lady booters, and the
loss dropped the teams season record
to 2-2.
The team began the game strong
but ended up allowing three goals in
the first half.
Although Campbell led 3-0 at the
end of the first half, the Lady Flames
never gave up and attempted to keep
the ball at the opposite end of the
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Lynchburg, campus need sports show

Sports Notebook
NBA game

NFL action
Every Monday night the big
screen television in the student
center carries Monday Night
Football.
This week's game is the Dallas
Cowboys at the Philadelphia Eagles
beginning at 9 p.m.
Just sign out in your dorm before
coming to the Student Center. If the
game runs beyond 11:45 p.m., you
may pick up a late night pass from
the manager's office to get back in
your dorm after midnight.

Brother travels cross country for race

The National Basketball Association will make an appearance in
Lynchburg for the second
consecutive year on Saturday,
Oct. 17, at 7:30 p.m.
Sports Productions, Inc., and
KINETX, Inc., have teamed to
bring the Philadelphia 76crs and
the Seattle Supcrsonics to
Lynchburg for an exhibition game
to benefit the Big Brothers and
Sisters of Central Virginia.
For every paid ticket, 50 cents
will be donated to the Big Brothers
and Sisters program.
Tickets for the event will be on
sale beginning Sept. 8, through the
Liberty University ticket office.
Tickets will cost S25, S20.50,
S 16.50 and S8.50.
For information on the game or
for tickets, call the LU ticket office
at 582-2178 or 582-4452.

By BRIAN SPERLING

JMU football game

As WLBU prepares to begin operations, several programs have been
considered for air time, including a
sports talk show.
Since WLBU is predominantly a
Christian music station, the decision
to air the spoils show has been difficult. Length of the show and how
often it should be broadcast each week
has also been discussed.
For those who do not understand
what a sports talk show is or docs, let
me explain.
Sports talk shows usually have one
or two hosts who discuss current or
past issues in sports. The shows also
discuss current games relating to the
listening audience.
These shows often involve fan
interaction through live phone calls
in which the caller presents his or her
opinion on a sports related subject.

Champion Reporter

Major Anderson always dreamed
of riding a long distance bike race
with his brother Dr. Larry Anderson,
a professor at Liberty University.
That dream came true Sunday in the
Kaleidoscope 75-miler.
Anderson, who lives in Covina,
Ca, a suburb of Los Angeles, flew to
Lynchburg when presented with the
opportunity to participate in "The
Storming of Thunder Ridge" with his
brother.
The race, sponsored by The Lynchburg News & Advance and the
Central Virginia Bicycle Club, posed
a challenge for all participants. Challenges ranged from endurance tests

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

Sports Editor

Sports Shorts
As a sports fan who grew up listening to talk shows from Philadelphia
and New York, I believe the Lynchburg area is in need of such a show.
Fans from Liberty as well as Lynchburg could voice their praise or
disgust on subjects concerning Liberty University football, basketball,
soccer etc., including the most recent
professional games.
Currently, there arc no outlets on
campus or in town for sports fans to
voice their opinions. Having a sports
talk show to debate who should be

of 25, 50 or 75-mile stretches.
The Andersons went for the ultimate challenge of 75 miles which
took them from rolling countryside to
the Blue Ridge Parkway and a climb
up the 3,948 foot Thunder Ridge.
The Thunder Ridge includes a
single climb of 12 miles which easily
makes it the highest point on the
parkway. Total elevation for the ride
was 7,800 feet.
Major Anderson, 53, has had a remarkable spirit and dedication toward bicycle riding during the past
four years. He began riding on a daily
basis for health reasons.
"I was way overweight and had a
heart problem," he said. "So I began
riding to keep myself in shape."

Football Game 5
Preview
1992 Liberty Flames 2-2
"

•

Mike
Gathman
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Opponent: Towson State University
Game site: Minnegan Stadium
h
I
Towson, Md.
Time:
Oct. 3, 7 p.m.
Last meeting: 1991, LU won 38-28
Game Day: The football team will play a crucial game at
Towson this Saturday. The Flames need a victory to help
erase the loss at Greensboro Saturday. However, the
offense should use the third quarter 29-point outburst as
a boost going into the game. LU showed that it refuses to
quit when down.LU played Towson State last year during
Homecoming *91 and built leads of 17-0 and 31-6 before
holding on for a 38-28 victory. The defense must shut
down Towson thisyear on the road. Last week against the
Aggies of A&T, the Flames recorded eight sacks. If the
Flames place this pressure on Towson's quarterback, LU
should win. Last year LU was able to rush for over 100
yards and should do that again this week. If the running
game continues to excel, LU should be able to attain a
winning record again. This game is the second of three
consecutive road games for LU. Next week the
Flames will travel to Maine for the additional 11th
game this season.

"Tit your eyes in fashion"

starting over someone else or whose
salary is too high would give the fans
a way to feel like a part of the game.
Another benefit to sports talk shows
is that they tend to generate more
interest among the listeners. A talk
show will provide the fans with the
opportunity to think about a particular sport more than just once or twice
a week at the games.
Sports talk shows also help create
more intelligent fans. When people
pose questions or opinions, an intelligent host can refute false views or
opinions and help the listeners to better
understand the games.
For example, if you watch a game
and a certain player performs poorly,
the majority of fans will go home
talking about how bad that player
performed. However, they may not
know all the circumstances surround-

ing that player.
Later the same day, a fan calls in
to discuss the poor performance of
the player. The host could then
point out certain aspects highlighting
the fact that a player was playing with
an injury because there was nobody
to back him up, or the opponent
matched against him was an
Ail-American.
Therefore, the show could be used
as a medium to dispel myths that fans
generate and point out facts like those
in the example to help create intelligent fans.
I encourage all fans interested in
this type of radio broadcast to form
petitions with as many signatures as
possible in support of the show. The
time to decide is now!
Send all petitions to Mike Gathman, Box 21777.

He likes to bike whenever possible
and as many miles at one time as he
can. He has been involved in many
bicycle events in California.
The main reason behind his faithfulness toward biking is for the sheer
enjoyment of it.
"I ride for the fun of it," Anderson
said.'TjusttrytorideasoftenasIcan.
Irideat least 100 miles a week. That
includes riding to my job which is 16
miles round trip and 50 to 75 miles on
the weekends."
Larry, 47, has beenridingseriously
for the past three years,
although
he has been active all of his life. He
tries to ride two or three times a week
for 20 to 30 miles each time.
The Andersons were looking forward to the challenging event with
optimism though Major didn't quite
know what to expect in the mountainous terrains of Virginia as opposed to
rides on the West Coast.
Larry felt the key was to be as
physically prepared as possible to ride
Thunder Ridge.

"The ride is very difficult, so you
have to feel good," he said. "I took the
same ride two weeks ago. Climbing
Thunder Ridge is really hard."
The Andersons were among the
250 bikers that showed up in rainy
weather to participate in the event.
Despite the overcast skies, Larry
did not feel the ride was more difficult.
"Although it was raining and we
were soaking wet, the weather was
not a big factor," he said.
"Biking uphill was not a problem.
We had to take the downhill parts
slowly to avoid sliding."
The Andersons stayed together at
the outset until they got to the parkway where they each rode at their
own pace.
Unfortunately, Major ran into
trouble about 10 miles from the finish
line when his bike chain broke.
In the end, the Andersons added
the cycling challenge to their list of
conquests as together they stormed
Thunder Ridge.

The Liberty University ticket office has tickets available for the
Saturday, Nov. 7 game at James
Madison University. Tickets are
available for S5 and $10 each.

Cross Country
The regularly scheduled cross
country meet at the University of
Virginia Invitational was rained out
on Sept. 25.

Men's Soccer
Last year the men's soccer team
finished as follows in the Big South
Conference.
1) Radford
6-0-0
2) Davidson
4-1-1
3) Winthrop
3-2-1
4) Campbell
3-3-0
5) Coastal
1-4-1
6) C. Southern 1-4-1
7) Liberty
1-5-0
8) Asheville
1-5-0
This season the Flames were
picked to finish eighth out of 10
teams in a poll by coaches and sports
information directors.
So far Head Coach Bill Bell and
his players are proving the coaches
and sports information directors
wrong. The team has a 7-1 record
includinga 1-0 record in the conference.

Sports Schedule
Football: On the road Saturday, Oct.
3 against Towson Stale University
starting at 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer: On the road
Wednesday, Sept. 30 against
Radford University starling at 7 p.m.
On the road Saturday, Oct. 3 against
Coastal Carolina starting at 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer: On the road Friday, Oct. 9 against MarylandBaltimore County starting at 6:30
p.m.
Women's Volleyball: At home on

Friday and Saturday, Oct 2 and 3
for the Liberty Invitational, starting
at 6 p.m.
Men's and Women's Cross
Country: On the road Saturday,
Oct. 10 at the Furman Invitational
starting at 10:30 a.m.
Tennis: On the road Friday, Oct
2 at Lynchburg College starting
at 3 p.m. On the road Saturday,
Oct. 3 at the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro starting
at 1 p.m.

The Great Sports Debate
Television will lead college football to new era
By RON MUSCOUNO
Champion Reporter

The 1980's thrust college football
into the national television limelight.
It was a boom period for the good
teams; and now as fans look to the
newly formed horizon, college football will be seen in a new light.
Penn State and Notre Dame
have set a new trend in college
football. State has signed a contract
with the Blockbuster Bowl (a newly
formed New Year's Day bowl
game), guaranteeing itself an
appearance in the game and a major
league paycheck.
Notre Dame signed a contact of its
own with NBC television for approximately 40 million dollars over a fiveyearpcriod.
year
period. It will guarantee the Irish

a national audience on all Saturday
afternoon home games.
These new trends indicate that
major college football teams (the
winning programs) are going after
guaranteed television appearances and
large sums of money. The guaranteed
television appearances give these
teams an advantage when recruiting
future college players.
Large paychecks also guarantee the
schools receiving extra income to allot
money to various other school programs.
These trends are good for college
football because it will force the
average programs to step up to the
next level if they want to receive
money and attention.
Teams
Teamsthat
thatcould
couldstep
stepup
uptoto the
thenext
next

level, barring probation, would be
Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas, Texas
A & M and all ACC schools. Teams
such as Florida State and Nebraska
already have good programs.
To do this, teams must schedule
high quality opponents. Teams that
do not help themselves will end up
with riddled programs of lesser quality athletes and in-debt athletic programs.
However, this will not signal the
beginning of a giant superconference.
The schools who are not involved
with the new deals will still get some
television exposure and bowl game
appearances. The challenge for these
teams will be the fight for the minimal television coverage and bowl
game
gameappearance.
appearance.

Another growth to watch in college
football is the possibility of all three
major networks attaining some version of a Saturday television package.
CurrenUy, CBS and NBC are outdone by ABC's Saturday football
slate.
In the future, the major networks
should receive more competition from
cable stations, including: ESPN, with
its triple-headers and Thursday night
games; superstation TBS and USA
which will both piece together some
type of football package.
This competition among teams and
networks for viewers can only increase the visibility of college football and give new life to floundering
college athletic programs with an
added
addedsource
sourceofoffunding.
funding.

Television takes the magic out of college football
By BOB
BOB STURM
Champion Reporter

News Flash: Notre Dame University has named a new recruiting coordinator for the football program. The
contract calls for die Fightin' Irish to
receive national exposure for a minimum of five years.
This recruiter is not being paid but
is handing over S38 million for the
right to perform this service for Lou
Holu. The recruiter's name is NBC.
The Blockbuster Bowl's invitation
to Pcnn Slate in July is equally ridiculous.
If Penn Slate goes 6-5, the team
will still be playing on New Year's
Day with all the football teams that
have earned their right to play on that
prestigious college gridiron day.

Granted, the beloved Nittany
Lions will not lose five games on
this year's cupcake schedule.
However, this is implying that
the institution's name is good
enough for the Bowl committee's
selections and not a team's
performance on the field.
Hopefully, this will not lead the
NFL into allowing the San Francisco
49ers to be in the playoffs because of
the team's record in previous years.
Maybe the UCLA Bruins, winners of
13 national basketball tides, should
receive an automatic bid to March
Madness.
Although some of these suggestions arc somewhat outrageous, it is
more ridiculous rewarding a team for
a successful season when that team

hasn't even played a game.
Penn Slate and Notre Dame are
the pioneers of an era in college
football thai all true fans have
had nightmares about for years.
This era is one where money is
more important than performance
on the field.
It is unfortunate thai a team's winning tradition is allowing the extinction of the "Cinderella" teams
(Brigham Young, 1984 and West
Virginia, 1989). It is also an unfair
advantage for big powerhouse schools
when itcomes lime to recruit the high
school stars.
A common phrase describing such
injustices is "the rich get richer while
the poor gel poorer."
My suggestion for a possible solu-

tion to the Notre Dame problem isis to
adopt the NFL's policy which divides
all television money equally throughout the league's 28 franchises. This
eliminates a team like the Buffalo
Bills, who receive more national
coverage, from holding an advantage
economically over a team such as the
Indianapolis Colls.
A solution for the Blockbuster Bowl
is to reward Penn Slate if the learn has
a great year, but if they don't, give
another college the chance to play.
This will give bowl games the caliber
of football which needs to be shown
on New Year's Day.
Hopefully, if changes like these are
made, college football can remain a
sport where the winners are decided
on the field.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
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EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
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McBride-Blackburn
Opticians
2154-B Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804) 239-3748
Next door to Subway

SPECIALIZING IN Meredes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

JAGUA

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH
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Battle of 3-0 Cowboys,
Eagles paces NFL week 5
By CHRIS BIESIADECKI
Champion Reporter

This following teams have a bye this
week: Houston Oilers, Cleveland
Browns, Cincinnati Bengals and
Pittsburgh Stcclcrs.

Los Angeles Rams
at San Francisco 49ers

™

Kansas City Chiefs
Denver Broncos

Sport*

Photo

at San Diego Chargers
-Neither team has looked good so far
this season. Both teams combined
have scored only 49 points in the first
six games. Both arc trying to become
running teams yet failing to pass the
ball effectively when needed. For the
Chargers to establish any kind of attack, the team needs to shut down
defensive lineman Coriez Kennedy.
If they can do this, look for the lightning bolts in San Diego to win.

-Both teams should be coming in
rested from last week's bye. The bye
was needed as so far this season neither team has looked good. Mark
Rypien has yet to get going after a
pre-season hold out. S kins head coach
Joe Gibbs should sec this game as a
chance to iron out the kinks in offense. Phoenix quarterback Timm
Roscnbach is oul again, so look for
journeyman Chris Chandler to be
taking snaps. Look for the Redskins
to rush the quarterback all day long
and get same early jitters out. This
should be an easy day for the Redskins.

New England Patriots
at New York Jets
-This is a must-win situation for the
Jets this week. New York was supposed to be the team to contend with
the Bills this year, but hard luck has
forced the Jets to just hope for a win.
Browning Naglc returns at quarterback for the Jets. Defensive captain
Jeff Lageman is oul for the season,
and the Jets need someone to step up
and fill the void. New England comes
in as a struggling team with no real
hope of getting better. This would be
a confidence builder to either team if
they win. Look for a game that lacks
the exc itement of a m ust-sec matchup.

-"Monday Night Football" has
captured one of the best games of
the season this week. The NFC
elite are playing a game that is a
must-see on everyone's schedule.
Both teams come in as Super
Bowl hopefuls, and both desperately
need this conference win. The Eagles
and Cowboys are both coming in
with 3-0 records and rested from the
bye week. Dallas is coming in looking forward to being the team that
knocks the Eagles off the top. That
task is going to be tough because the
Eagles come into the game with the
best defense in the league in every
category. Philly also has established
a running game with the resurgence
of Herschel Walker.The key to
victory for both teams will be to
not allow any big plays by either
offensive unit

PER LB.
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Seattle Seahawks

-Three or four years ago, this
game would have been a matchup of
the NFC elite, but not anymore. The
Rams don't have the talent to keep
up with the 49crs anymore. Look
Chicago Bears
for Steve Young to hook up with
Jerry Rice often, since John Taylor
at Minnesota Vikings
-Both teams are experiencing unex- may be out for the year. The weak
pected seasons. The Vikings arc look- Rams secondary won't hinder Jerry
ing good, while the Bears arc not. Rice closing in on the all-time
Other than a last second win over touchdown record. The 49crs will
Detroit in week one, the Bears have outclass the Rams in this NFC West
been crushed by the Saints and the matchup once again.
very weak Giants. If the Vikings
continue playing the way they have Miami Dolphins
been, it will be a long day for the
at Buffalo Bills
Bears in Minnesota.
-With quarterbacks Dan Marino and
Jim Kelly playing, this game could
Green Bay Packers
turn into an all day long air show.
Don't count out Thurman Thomas of
at Atlanta Falcons
-How many teams get blown out by the Bills to receive the call on offense.
Tampa Bay? Well, Green Bay man- The Bills have won the division for
aged it in week two. Now, to make the last five years, and Miami is lookthings worse, star wide receiver Ster- ing to put an end to the streak this
ling Sharpc is out with an injury. season. In order for Miami to accomLook for young Brett Farve to carry plish this, their defense is going to
the Packers against the Falcons. have to shut down a seemingly unFarve, a second-year quarterback, stoppable Bills offense.
was traded from the Falcons to Green
Bay during the off season. Look for New Orleans Saints
both teams to try to establish a runat Detroit Lions
ning game early. The Falcons will
also have the help of hometown fans -This is a battle between two teams
who haven't been able to win the big
to win this game.
games... ever. In order for Detroit to
start winning, the learn needs Barry
Indianapolis Colts
Sanders to run the ball effectively. If
the past two weeks are any sign of
at Tampa Bay Bucs
-For the past couple of years both Sanders' season, the Lions are in for
teams have been trying to rebuild a long year. He hasn't had a respectwith young talent. It finally looks as able game yet, and now he has to run
if Tampa bay has started to come against a tough Saints defense. The
around under the guidance of Sam Saints defense is anchored by last
Wyche. These two teams have quar- year's sack leader Pat Swilling. But
terbacks that have been on the dis- even though the Saints defense is
abled list often. Look for Jeff George lough, their offense is loo inconsisto miss another one for the Colts. tent and the learn is playing in the
Tampa Bay defense will be loo tough Lion's den.
for the battered Colts offensive line.
For Tampa. Bay to win, they will have New York Giants
to control the game on both sides of
at Los Angeles Raiders
the line. The Bucs will have the
momentum of Sundays win over -Both of these teams come into the
game with nothing to lose. The RaidDetroit in the Silverdomc.
ers were expected to contend for the
AFC West this season, and the
Kansas City Chiefs
Giants are coming in trying to
prove that last season was a fluke. If
at Denver Broncos
-This is a critical game for both of either team expects to compete in
these teams. Both arc currently in a their respective divisions, one
batUe for the AFC West lead. The needs to step forward and win this
Broncos offense has struggled so far game. So far neither team has
this season. Look for the home field proved anything. The problem for
advantage to pressure the Chiefs all the Raiders has been an inability to
day long at Mile High Stadium. The take advantage of big yards gained
Chiefs defense needs to rely heavily on offense. In two consecutive
on the performance of linebacker weeks, quarterbacks Jay Schrocdcr
Derrick Thomas to keep pressure on and Todd Marinovich have passed
John Elway and the Broncos offense. for over 380 yards, yet the running
For the Broncos to win, they will game has yet to gain over 100
have to successfully carry the ball, or yards. With boih teams carrying a
home field advantage won't matter thirty-something defense, look for the
much. Both teams need the victory teams to grind it out on the ground.
and expect both teams to be on top The team that can do this should win
of their respective games.
the game.
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Quarterback given little chance now owns records
By ANDREW BULL
Champion Reporter

In 1988 Robby Justino was not
given much of a chance to be the
Flames quarterback of the future, but
now, four years after arriving at LU,
he will close the 1992 football season
as Liberty's all-time passing yardage
leader.
In the season opener against Furman, he surpassed Paul Johnson's
record of 7,397 yards and became
LU's all-time record holder in passing yardage. He also holds records in
career completion percentage at .601
and touchdown passes with 49. He
will only improve his record totals
this year.
Justino downplays the records
and credits LU's pro-style offense
and the opportunity to play early
in his career for his record-setting
performance.
"The records arc nice," he said.
"Anyone could do it. It's just a good
offense."
Now the records are a reality, but in
1988, nobody could have predicted
the kind of career he has had, except,
perhaps, Justino himself.
As a senior at Middleburg High
School, near Green Cove Springs,
Fla., Justino was a second team AllState quarterback. After receiving a
full scholarship to attend LU, he was
redshirted his First year.
Rutigliano's first impression gave
Justino only an outside shot at
becoming the Flames starling

photo by Jeff Colt

LU quarterback Robbie Justino reaches back for a pass under severe pressure during the
Flames 55-27 win over Morgan State College earlier this year. In the first game of the season
against Furman University, Justino became LU's all-time passing leader.
quarterback.
"Honestly, when I first saw him, I
was not impressed. He wasn't very
big or fast. But the next year, he came
back with a quicker arm and looked
good. At the time, we had recruited a
hotshot quarterback named David
Jeremiah from San Diego. We felt he

would be our man," Rutigliano said. the game against Eastern Illinois.
However, Justino won the starting
In his first big opportunity, Justino
job because of his intangibles and came off the bench to lead the
ability to win games.
Flames to a 9-7 victory. That
In 1989 Justino began the season would be the first of three straight
as a backup to senior quarterback wins for Liberty under Justino's
Johnson until Johnson went down leadership.
with a knee injury midway through
The next week, in his first colle-

giate start against Eastern Michigan,
Justino overcame three interceptions
and threw a touchdown with 11 seconds left to light end Eric Green, now
with the Pittsburgh Steclcrs, to win
25-24. The victory was LU's first
against a Division 1-A opponent and
oncof the most memorable for Justino
and Rutigliano.
"I have been involved in many
memorable victories," Rutigliano
said. "But to me, that game was one of
the biggest."
These two games were signs of
things to come as Justino passed for
more than 3,000 yards in each of the
next two seasons. He also ranked
among the nation's leaders in passing
efficiency with a 141.3 rating.
"He was a pleasant surprise for us,
but I don't think it was for him,"
Rutigliano said. "He has that determined will to succeed."
Justino expects this year's team to
win if the players do the right things.
"The key is improving the running
game offensively and stopping the
running game defensively," he said.
"That will keep defenses from expecting the pass and will keep
offenses from running time off
of the clock."
He becomes excited when he
thinks about the prospects for
this year's team if it fulfills
its potential.
"If everyone does his job and
we play like we can, there's no
telling what kind of year we'll have,"

he said.
When describing his play Justino
likes to think of himself as someone
who goes out and takes care of his
own business on the field.
"I just want to do what I'm supposed to do. I hate to yell at other
players. If they see me doing my job,
maybe that will cause them to concentrate on doing their job," he said.
It is his leadership by example that
Rutigliano cites as one of Justino's
strongest qualities. Rutigliano, who
has had experience coaching NFL
greats Jim Plunkett, Joe Namath,
Archie Manning, Dan Fouts and Bob
Gricsc, said Justino "has the ingredient that al 1 the great ones have—he's
a winner."
Success, however, has not come
without its price.
"People don't realize that football
is like having a full-time job," Justino
said. "Sure, you gel the scholarship,
and that's nice. But it's also a lot of
work."
Sometimes the football team spends
as many as seven hours a day practicing and watching films. The players
are not finished in the off-season
either. Two to three hour workouts
and five hour spring ball sessions
are required.
However, all the time and hard work
has paid off for Justino because he is
now LU's all-time passing leader.
Now he will try to end his college
career by leading the Flames to a
playoff berth.

Bowden picked bv Petersons

LU football player touted as preseason All-American
By JONATHAN COOLEY

to your personal life like here.
Plus it's all from a Christian
perspective.
"Playing for Coach Sam
(Rutigliano) and playing with these
guys has just been something
really special," Bowden said. "Plus
being part of a winning program —
you can't ask for anything other
than that."
When Bowden began his LU career, he looked up most to the offensive line.
"The whole offensive line my

Champion Reporter

The center of attention as well as
the center for the LU football team is
Bryant Bowden who has been named
a preseason All-American favorite
by Peterson Publication.
Bowden, a senior, has started for
the Flames for four years, and he
doesn't feel being chosen as a preseason All-American adds any extra
pressure this year.
"All that preseason junk is all preseason. Itdoesn'tmcan anything. You
set personal standards for yourself,
and the coaches set standards for you,"
Bowden said.
Bowden is looking forward to
this season especially because it is
his last one.
He will serve a key role in the
Flames hope of reaching the playoffs
this year. He adds stability and
experience to a young but talented
offensive line.
"We have a good group of guys.
They really bounced back from the
Furman game. We just look at one
game at a time, but I think we have a
squad that's good enough to do well,"
he said.
Though playing all four years al
LU, Bowden has not always played

freshmen year (was who I looked up
to). Those guys just played the
game like it was supposed to be
played," he said. "I also really look
up to my dad. He was a strong force
in my life."
Now that his career is winding
to an end, he said what stands out
the most about college is how fast
it goes.
"You go through college and suddenly it's gone. It goes so fast."
Prior to college, Bowden, who is
from Bristol, Va., played for John

BatUe High School.
While reminiscing over the last
few years, Bowden explains that
Liberty has offered him the best
opportunity.
"I've gotten to do something I love
to do, and I've gotten to go to school
to do it," he said.
And now there is the possibility
that he might be named an AllAmerican for doing what he loves to
do — play football. Possibly it will
payoff with a first year trip to the
playoffs!
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Bryant Bowden, number 68, protects quarterback Robbie
Justino in the Flames loss to North Carolina A&T 35-32 Saturday.
the same position. Started as an major in finance and an MIS concenoffensive lineman, he now plays tration. He plans to go on to graduate
center where he has excelled school and gel an MBA, so he can
and been recognized by Petersons "get in touch with the computer side
of business."
Publications.
Bowden has had trouble with one
Since being at LU, Bowden feels
of his knees throughout his football that the special thing about the unicareer. However, he still plays with versity is that everything is Christthe pain and each week they receive centered.
another pounding on the artificial
"There's no other Division 1
turf at LU Stadium.
coaching staff like this one. None
Bowden will graduate with a of them will give the attention

Volleyball player built career
setting volleyball, example

By ANDREW BULL
Champion Reporter

Laura Miller's LU volleyball career has been spent selling an example for her teammates both on and
off the court and leading her learn by
setting the ball up for her teammates.
Now in her third and final year representing Liberty on the volleyball
court, Miller is on pace to break
LU's career assist record after leading the team in that category for each
of the past two years.
This season she is a key ingredient
to the success of the squad.
"She is a natural leader and is respected by both the coaching staff
and her teammates," Head Coach
Chris Fletcher said. "I've had experience wilh a lot of players, but I've
never seen an athlcie quite like her."
This year Miller will team with
fellow seniors Kim Lawsoh and Nicole Nice to form an intimidating and
experienced trio of starters. Miller is
the leader and runs the offense while
Lawson is the blocking specialist.
Nice is the team leader in kills.
"Our team unity is incredible,"
Miller said. "The key for our success
is to stay healthy and not peak loo
early."
Although Miller is recognized for
her performance on the volleyball
court, she also performs well in the

ten able to see things that the coaches
can't. She has a great court sense and
plays away from the other team's
strengths," Fletcher said.
Miller sees her leadership ability as
a gift that God has given her.
"I just need to avoid putting too
much pressure on myself to play
perfectly. It is a challenge to be the
best person I can be on and off the
court."
In the future Miller would like to
keep volleyball in her life through
Athletes In Action(AIA). Last summer she went to Japan to play volleyball with AIA in what she describes
as the most life-changing event in
which she has been involved.
Laura Miller
After graduation she would like to
LU women's volleyball player
either become a full-time staff memclassroom.
ber with AIA or teach and coach
"One thing coach Fletcher empha- volleyball on the college level.
sizes is balancing our lives between
In a season of growing expectavolleyball and academics," Miller tions for the volleyball team, both
said.
Miller and Fletcher see the team's
"She is academically strong, and chances of winning the conference
she is one 1 can always count on to gel title as good. But even if the team
the grades," Fletcher said. "Asacoach docs not win the conference, Laura
you appreciate that."
Miller will have fond memories of
Leadership is one of M il ler' s strong her three years playing at LU.
suits that is recognized both on and
"The volleyball team has been
off the court.
challengingbolhaihlctically and spiri"She is a natural leader on and off tually. My experience wilh the team
the court ,and she has been an asset to has definitely been my greatest
the coaching staff because she is of- memory," Miller said.

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELE
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about supporting yourself for

At TIAA-CREE we not only under-

twenty-five, thirty years or longer
stand the value of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest
can help make it possible—with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor. Time.
choices, and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans 75 years.
Time for your money to grow.
Over a million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
America's largest retirement system,
age thirty, you can accumulate $198,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait tenyearsandyou'dneedtoset aside yourself through retirement when you
$227 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.
Start planning yourfuture. Cull our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those w h o shape it.""

t\

* Assuming an ml t rut rate of 7.5% credited to TIAA Retirement Annuities. Tbu rate is used solely to sbo* t be BtHDtr an d effect ofcompounding. Lowti-or biyber rata woutt
produce very different mutts. C REE cert tfuates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individualand Institutional Servues.

